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C. Zusammenfassung 1331. Introduction
In physics three dierent types of forces govern all known interactions. The weakest of
these three is the gravitational interaction. Nevertheless, gravitational interaction gov-
erns the dynamics on big scales such as planetary sizes and above. The reason for this
is that for gravitation there is only one charge carrier, the mass. No \anti-mass" that
would lead to repulsive gravitational interactions exists. Thus, there is no such thing as
a gravitational neutral massive object. Gravitation is not part of the standard model
that describes state of the art particle physics.
The next stronger force is the electroweak interaction. Although it is much stronger than
gravitation and, at least the electromagnetic interaction, has innite range, it usually
governs interactions only on small scales, such as the size of molecules. Since there exist
positive and negative electric charges, most objects become neutral to a high degree if
seen from far away. Nevertheless, the electro-weak force plays an important role in ev-
eryday life since it is the electromagnetic interaction between electron shells that makes
objects solid or governs nearly all interactions we experience everyday.
The third of the fundamental forces is the strong interaction. Its nature is very dierent
from the other two forces. While its range is in principle innite it is only relevant on
extremely small scales on the size of nucleons. The reason for that is the large coupling
of the strong interaction and that the massless gluons that mediate the strong inter-
action are color-charged themselves. This allows them to interact between each other
and leads to a very high potential energy when pulling apart charged particles. If this
energy surpasses a certain threshold, new particles are produced in such a way that
neutral objects are produced. This process is called string fragmentation or 
ux tube
breakup. There are six possible charges in the strong interaction. They are denoted by
three colors and three anticolors. Either three dierent colors, three dierent anticolors,
or a color and its anticolor combine into a color-neutral object. Since color-charge is a
conserved quantum number, only color-neutral objects are produced during the string
fragmentation. This behaviour prevents us from observing color-charged objects and is
called connement.
The strong interaction is described by the theory of quantum chromo dynamics (QCD).
However, so far it is not possible to solve the equations of QCD. Thus, it is important for
the understanding of QCD to probe it experimentally. This proves very challenging. To
probe color-charged objects despite connement, one tries to compress nuclear matter
to such densities that the nucleons overlap and quarks and gluons, the color-charged
objects of QCD, become the dominant degrees of freedom. Such a state of matter is
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named Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) and is widely believed to have existed shortly after
the big bang. Nowadays, it is tried to recreate the QGP in the laboratory. The only
means to do so is via the collision of heavy-ions at very high energies. To accelerate the
particles to these high energies, particle accelerators are used. The are currently several
prominent facilities with dierent heavy-ion accelerators.
First, the SIS 18 [Agak07, Andr05, Seng93] (Schwerionen Synchrotron) at the GSI (GSI
Helmholtzzentrum f ur Schwerionenforschung GmbH) close to Darmstadt which provides
energies up to Elab = 2 AGeV. Within the next years the GSI will be expanded to
FAIR (Facility for Antiprotons and Ion Research) and will be able to reach up to
Elab = 30 AGeV at very high interaction rates.
Second, the BNL (Brookhaven National Laboratory) with the AGS (Alternating Gra-
dient Synchrotron) [Ahle00, Elli03, Pink99] that is used as pre-accelerator for RHIC
(Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider) [Adam05c, Adco05, Arse05, Back05]. RHIC is able to
accelerate ions to center of mass energies of up to
p
sNN = 200 GeV. In the course of
the RHIC-BES (RHIC Beam Energy Scan) [Blei11, Cain09, Moha11] that is currently
running, it operates at a number of lower energies down to
p
s = 7:7 GeV.
Third, the SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) [Adam03b, Alt06, Arna06] at CERN (Con-
seil Europ een pour la Recherche Nucl eaire) that delivered lead ions up to Elab = 160 AGeV
and is now operating as pre-accelerator for the LHC (Large Hadron Collider). The LHC
provides proton-proton (p+p) collisions at an energy of
p
s = 7 TeV and lead-lead
(Pb+Pb) collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV. So far these are the highest collisions energies
ever reached in a particle accelerator experiment. In an upgrade of the LHC it is planned
to double these energies in the years to come.
In the study of the strong interaction the QCD equation of state (EOS), quantifying the
relationships between intrinsic quantities such as energy density and temperature, is of
particular interest. The nature of these relationships depends on the thermodynamic
phase. Much may be learned by focusing on the transitions between phases.
In nuclear collisions with center-of-mass energy
p
sNN  100 GeV, there is considerable
evidence that the matter passes into a deconned phase during some part of its evolution
[Adam05c, Adco05, Arse05, Back05, Tann06]. Data do not show evidence of a latent heat
associated with the transition (e.g. prolonged lifetime [Prat86, Risc96] or zero-pressure
mixed phase), and there is general agreement that the transition is a smooth cross-over
at T  150 MeV and B  30 MeV. Generic considerations [Step04] lead to the expec-
tation that a critical point and rst-order phase transition will be found elsewhere { at
lower temperatures and larger chemical potentials { on the T   B plane. Figure 1.1
shows a schematic of the QCD phase diagram [Agga10].
Locating and studying these landmarks on the landscape of the QCD phase diagram
would reveal much about the interaction, including fundamental quantities such as la-9
Figure 1.1.: Sketch of the QCD phase diagram in the T   B plane. An estimate of
the critical point and rst-order transition line is indicated, as are possible
trajectories of systems created in collisions with the indicated center of mass
energy. From [Agga10].
tent heats, critical exponents and universality class. Creating a system that samples
these more interesting conditions requires lowering the collision energy. For this reason,
experiments at RHIC have embarked on a major program to map out the energy depen-
dence of experimental observables, under xed detector and analysis conditions [Agga10].
Ideally, this exercise parallels that of a condensed matter physicist, precisely controlling
the temperature of a material and measuring its resistance, a precipitous drop clearly
marking the transition to a superconductor.
However, unlike the condensed matter lab sample, the system created in RHIC collisions
is highly dynamic and far from innite; phase transition signals in heavy-ion collisions
will be more subtle. The dynamics of any thermalized bulk system are dictated by its
EoS, which encodes the non-trivial landmarks on the phase diagram discussed above.
Thus, it is particularly interesting to identify bulk observables sensitive to the dynamics
and EoS.
All of the heavy-ion experiments share one common problem. The timescale on the order
of 10 23 s and the spatial scale on the order of 10 15 m prevents all direct observations
of the dynamics in heavy-ion collisions. Only the fragments of the collisions can be
observed in the detectors of the experiments.
This results in two problems. First, the collision is already over when the observation
starts and all parts of the QGP that we want to observe have already recombined into
color neutral objects. Second, the only direct observables are energy, charge, momentum
and abundance. There is no possibility to directly observe the space-time dynamics of
these collisions whatsoever. Fortunately, the second problem can be circumvented to10 Chapter 1. Introduction
some degree by using Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry. HBT interferome-
try uses quantum eects to relate two-particle correlations to the space-time structure
of the particle emitting source in heavy-ion collisions. Useful though it is, HBT does not
allow to disentangle spatial and time dimensions completely. Therefore, it is necessary
to employ theoretical models to model heavy-ion collisions and compare their results
with experimental observations.
The focus of this thesis is on the exploration of the space-time structure of heavy-ion
collisions with the use of HBT correlations. For this purpose, the Ultrarelativistic Quan-
tum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD) is employed to simulate heavy-ion collisions.
Chapter 2 brie
y describes the various types of models that are currently used to de-
scribe the results or dynamics of heavy-ion collisions. There is an emphasis put on the
UrQMD model since it is used for all the results in this thesis. In chapter 3 a short
overview on the theory behind HBT correlations and on the physical interpretation of
HBT results is given. The chapters 4-11 present and discuss the results obtained in the
context of this thesis.
In chapter 4 (based on [Mitr09]) results for nal state charged particle (pseudo-)rapidity
distributions in p+ p/p+p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au at ultra high energies (17.3 GeV 
p
sNN
 14 TeV) from UrQMD are presented. In addition, excitation functions of produced
charged particle multiplicities (Nch) and pseudorapidity spectra are investigated up to
LHC energies. Good agreement is observed between UrQMD and measured pseudora-
pidity distributions of charged particles up to the highest Tevatron and Sp pS energies.
In chapter 5 (based on [Grae12b]) the dependence of  correlations on the charged
particle multiplicity and formation time in p+p collisions at
p
s= 7 TeV is explored and
compared to present ALICE data. The data allows to constrain the formation time in
the string fragmentation to f  0:8 fm/c.
Chapter 6 (based on [Li12]) contains results of two-pion HBT correlations for central
Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC energy of
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV. The transverse momentum de-
pendence of the Pratt-Bertsch HBT radii is extracted from a three dimensional Gaussian
t to the correlator in the longitudinal co-moving system (LCMS). Qualitative agree-
ment with the ALICE data is obtained, however Rout is overpredicted by nearly 50%.
The LHC results are also compared to data from the STAR experiment at RHIC. For
both energies we nd that the calculated Rout=Rside ratio is always larger than data,
indicating that the emission in the model is less explosive than observed in the data.
In chapter 7 (based on [Grae12a]) the multiplicity scaling of HBT radii in relativistic
nuclei and particle interactions is examined. Within UrQMD a large variety of system
sizes at dierent beam energies is studied and the HBT radii are extracted. In the
calculation, a good scaling of the radii as a function of charged particle multiplicity is
found if the change in multiplicity is caused by a change of centrality at the same energy.11
However, the scaling is only approximate when the energy,
p
s, is changed and breaks
down when comparing p+p to A+A reactions.
In chapter 8 the isothermal compressibility T of hot and dense matter is explored. T is
related to the volume 
uctuation in heavy-ion collisions. At LHC energies the multiplic-
ity is high enough to allow an event-by-event HBT analysis for the rst time. UrQMD
is used to make a prediction of the isothermal compressibility at LHC. Although the
value comes with big errors it would still be very valuable to measure it experimentally
to constrain at least the order of magnitude of T.
Chapter 9 (based on [Moun11]) deals with non-central heavy-ion collisions that show a
tilt in the freeze-out distribution away from the beam axis. The shape and orientation of
this distribution are particularly interesting, as they provide a snapshot of the evolving
source and re
ect the space-time aspect of anisotropic 
ow. Experimentally, this infor-
mation is extracted by measuring pion HBT radii as a function of angle with respect to
the reaction plane. Existing formulae relating the oscillations of the radii and the freeze-
out anisotropy are in principle only valid for Gaussian sources with no collective 
ow.
With UrQMD, which generates 
ow and non-Gaussian sources, it is found that these for-
mulae approximately re
ect the anisotropy of the freeze-out distribution also in this case.
In chapter 10 (based on [Lisa11]) parallels are drawn between the matter evolution in
ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the expansion of ultra-cold atomic gas from a mag-
netic trap and laser generated micro-explosions in crystals. Shape studies of the created
systems are performed in all three cases. The evolution of the system shape depends
sensitively on the equation of state of the created matter. Azimuthally sensitive HBT
is used to map out the approximate nal eccentricity and the tilt of the system when
pions decouple at various energies.
In chapter 11 (based on [Grae13]) the substructure of the freeze-out distribution seen
in chapter 9 is discussed. It is found that the freeze-out distribution is twisted in such
a way that the tilt angle changes from the inside to the outside of the freeze-out zone.
The twist is parametrized to quantify it and it is proposed to measure it experimentally
via azimuthal sensitive HBT correlations. Additionally, a connection between the twist
and the emission of particles from dierent times during the evolution of the source
is established. A systematic comparison between the theoretically observed twist in
the freeze-out position distribution and a \quasi experimental" analysis of the model
calculations via HBT correlations is shown.2. Models for heavy-ion collisions
In this chapter various classes of models that are used to describe heavy-ion collisions
are presented. They model various degrees of freedom and complexity to describe the
dynamics or just the spectra resulting from heavy-ion collisions.
2.1. Thermal models
One of the simplest classes of models compromises the thermal model [Beca02, Brau95,
Cley99, Kisi06, Torr05]. The basic assumptions of the thermal model are that the volume
in heavy-ion collisions is thermalized and is the same for every particle species. These
assumptions allow to describe the system by macroscopic variables, e.g. temperature T
and baryochemical potential . The fundamental equation for thermal models is the
equilibrium phase-space distribution
dNi
d3pd3x
=
gi
(2)3
1
e(Ei i)=T + 
: (2.1)
gi is the degeneracy factor and i is the baryochemical potential of particle species i. E
is the energy in the system and T is the temperature.  is 1 for the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion, -1 for the Bose-Einstein distribution and 0 for the Boltzmann distribution. Closely
following [Blei05], many observables can be computed analytically in the Boltzmann case.
The transverse momentum distribution can be derived by integrating over the spatial
volume and variable transformation.
1
p?
d3Ni
dp?dy
=
gV
(2)2Eie (Ei i)=T (2.2)
By integrating equation 2.2 over the transverse momentum p? one calculates the rapidity
distribution
dNi
dy
=
giV T3ei=T
(2)2

m2
i
T2 +
mi
T
2
coshy
+
2
cosh2 y

e mi coshy=T : (2.3)
The total number of particles Ni of species i
Ni =
giV T3ei=T
22
m2
i
T2 K2
mi
T

; (2.4)
comes out after integration over y. Here K2 is the modied Bessel function of the second
kind.
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It is noteworthy that there is no dynamics included in the thermal model. In principle, it
only describes the spectra of a static thermalized medium. These are two idealizations.
The medium in heavy-ion collisions is for sure not static and the debate whether it is
thermalized or not is still ongoing.
2.2. Blast Wave
A more sophisticated version of the thermal model is the so called blast wave model
[Reti04]. The blast wave model incorporates more parameters that enable it to describe
a more complex geometry and in addition 
ow and a nite emission time.
The emission function
S(x;K) = m? cosh(   Y )
( r)e
 
( 0)2
22 1
eKu=T  1
(2.5)
of the blast wave model consists of the following parts: cosh(   Y ) describes the dis-
tribution of particles in rapidity. 
( r) is a function that describes an ellipse with fuzzy
edges that corresponds to the source density distribution in the case of no 
ow. The
gaussian with the exponent  
( 0)2
22 describes the time emission characteristic of the
particle-emitting source. The last part describes the probability to emit a particle mov-
ing with four momentum K from a source element moving with four-velocity u. In this
part, the amount of longitudinal and transverse 
ow can be parametrized by rewriting
K  u in cylindrical coordinates.
The big success of the blast wave model is that it is able to t the shape of dierent
particle spectra, their elliptic 
ow v2 and pion HBT radii simultaneously [Adam05a,
Reti04]. This shows that this model captures the essential features at freeze-out without
even attempting to describe the dynamics of the collision. For this reason it is valuable
as a reference for more fundamental dynamical models.
2.3. Hydrodynamic models
Hydrodynamic models [Hama05, Hira02, Koda01, Kolb03, Paec03, Risc95a, Risc95b,
Sche10, Stoe80] provide a dynamic framework to describe heavy-ion collisions. Hy-
drodynamic models assume a local thermal equilibrium. This allows them to describe
the hot and dense medium in terms of macroscopic variables such as temperature, bary-
ochemical potential, and energy density. For this purpose, time and space are subdivided
into so-called hydrodynamic cells. The medium within each cell is in equilibrium and is
described by its own set of macroscopic quantities. The evolution of these quantities is
determined by the hydrodynamic equations of motion. These equations follow directly
from the conservation of energy and momentum
@T = 0 ; (2.6)2.4. Microscopic models 15
where T is the energy momentum tensor, and the conservation of other quantum
numbers
@j

i = 0 : (2.7)
The dierent j

i are the four-currents associated to conserved quantities i, such as baryon
number and net strangeness. In ideal hydrodynamics, the energy momentum tensor and
the conserved current are dened as
T

ideal = ( + p)uu   pg ; (2.8)
j = nu : (2.9)
Here  is the energy density, p is the pressure, g the metric tensor, n the density of
the corresponding conserved quantity and u are the components of the four-velocity of
the hydrodynamic cell.
However equations 2.6-2.9 do not build a closed set of equations. To close the set the
so-called equation of state (EoS) is used. The EoS describes the properties of the 
uid by
describing the relations between the intensive quantities of the thermodynamic system.
The nice thing about the EoS is that it is easy to change the properties of the matter
by changing the EoS. This allows to probe dierent states of matter within the same
framework.
In recent years also viscous hydrodynamics was studied [Sche11, Song08, Luzu08]. In
rst-order viscous hydrodynamics a viscous part S is added to the energy momentum
tensor
T = T

ideal + S : (2.10)
This leads to the well known Navier-Stokes equations that are, however, known to intro-
duce superluminal signals. Going to the second-order Israel-Stewart formalism [Baie08]
resolves this problem. Explaining the elliptical 
ow at RHIC was one of the big successes
of hydrodynamics [Adam05a].
2.4. Microscopic models
Microscopic models, as the name says, describe the microscopic degrees of freedom, e.g.
quarks, gluons or hadrons. This is a contrast to thermal models (see sections 2.1 and 2.2)
and hydrodynamic models (see section 2.3) that describe only in macroscopic quantities
of the medium.
The microscopic models discussed in this section can be divided into two categories.
EPOS, HIJING and PYTHIA fall in the category of Glauber-type models. They describe
particle production, but do not treat rescattering or medium interactions explicitly,
although some might have them included in an eective way, such as parton energy loss
in the HIJING model. For nucleus collisions they use the Glauber model to scale up
the elementary interactions. All the other models in this section fall in the category16 Chapter 2. Models for heavy-ion collisions
of microscopic transport models. In these models the phase-space information of each
individual particle is known through the whole evolution and each individual interaction
between particles is described. They dier in the included particle species and in their
treatment of interactions. Here is a (incomplete) list with some of the models on the
market including a short description of their main features:
 AMPT [Lin05] (A Multi-phase transport model)
{ Creates partonic initial state via HIJING [Gyul94].
{ Performs partonic scatterings using Zhang's Parton Cascade [Zhan98].
{ Creates Hadrons via the Lund String Model [Ande83b, Ande83a] or coales-
cence.
 BAMPS [Xu05] (Boltzmann approach of multiparton scatterings)
{ Describes partonic degrees of freedom.
{ Interaction via transition rates.
{ Evolution of Test particles instead of real particles.
{ Treatment of gluon radiation and three-gluon interactions as their back reac-
tion.
 EPOS [Wern06, Wern07]
{ Multiple Scattering approach with pQCD partonic cross-sections.
{ Scattering partons treated via parton ladders, producing particles close to
midrapidity.
{ Phenomenological fragmentation of parton ladders into hadrons.
{ Treatment of remnants as colorless excited o-shell objects producing parti-
cles at large rapidities.
 GiBUU [Buss12] (The Giessen BUU Project)
{ Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) framework for energy regimes from 10
MeV to more than 10 GeV.
{ Includes 61 baryonic and 31 mesonic states with properties from [Beri12,
Manl92].
{ Propagation of test-particles in mean-elds.
{ O-shell transport of resonances.
{ Includes the three-body reaction channels NN ! NN and NNN $ NN.
 HIJING [Gyul94] Heavy-Ion Jet INteraction Generator
{ pQCD-inspired minijet model combined together with a Lund-type model for
soft interactions.
{ Uses a Glauber-type geometry for pA and AA collisions.2.5. UrQMD 17
{ Jet quenching modeled by an assumed dE=dz energy loss of partons in matter.
{ Treats nuclear shadowing of parton distribution functions.
{ Hadronization via the Lund String Model [Ande83b, Ande83a].
 HSD [Eheh96] (Hadron String dynamics)
{ Contains hadronic and string degrees of freedom.
{ Models collisions via a test-particle approach.
{ Takes into account o-shell properties of hadrons.
{ Treats high energy binary collisions via FRITIOF [Nils87].
 pHSD [Cass08] (parton Hadron String dynamics)
{ Includes quarks and gluons with widths and masses dened by the Dynamical
Quasi-Particle Model (DQPM) [Cass09].
{ Hadronization of massive o-shell quarks and gluons to o-shell hadrons.
{ O-shell hadron propagation.
 PYTHIA [Sjos06], [Sjos08]
{ Event generator for interactions between elementary particles at high energies.
{ Treats interactions at the parton level.
{ Includes also non Standard Model particles and interactions.
{ Hadronization via the Lund String Model [Ande83b, Ande83a].
 UrQMD [Bass98] (Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics)
{ Hadronic model with extensive resonance dynamics.
{ Particle production via resonance decay, string excitation and fragmentation
{ High energy elementary reactions via PYTHIA [Sjos06].
Since the UrQMD model was used extensively in the research done for this thesis it is
described in more detail in section 2.5.
2.5. UrQMD
Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD) [Bass98, Blei99, Pete08b] is a
microscopic transport model that describes heavy-ion collisions. It can be used to model
collisions between hadrons or nuclei. During a simulated event UrQMD computes the
dynamics over the whole duration of the collision, from the initial state of the nuclei until
the nal state that could be measured as hadrons in an experimental detector. UrQMD
is a Boltzmann approach to heavy-ion collisions, described by the Boltzmann equation
@x
@t
@f(x;p)
@x
+
@p
@t
@f(x;p)
@p
+
@f(x;p)
@t
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The left side of equation 2.11 describes the change of the phase-space distribution f(x;p)
of a specic particle species in momentum, position, and over time. The right side of the
equation is often referred to as the interaction term. It contains all kind of gain and loss
terms that dictate the rates at which particles described by f(x;p) move backward and
forward between dierent particle species and are redistributed in phase space. Through
this interaction term, equations for all particle species are connected. UrQMD does not
compute its results by solving the dierential equation 2.11. It rather simulates the pro-
cesses described by it, thus eectively solving the Boltzmann equation. All the particle
species included in UrQMD are listed in table 2.1 and table 2.2.
nucleon delta lambda sigma xi omega
N938 1232 1116 1192 1317 
1672
N1440 1600 1405 1385 1530
N1520 1620 1520 1660 1690
N1535 1700 1600 1670 1820
N1650 1900 1670 1775 1950
N1675 1905 1690 1790 2025
N1680 1910 1800 1915
N1700 1920 1810 1940
N1710 1930 1820 2030
N1720 1950 1830
N1900 1890
N1990 2100
N2080 2110
N2190
N2200
N2250
Table 2.1.: List of baryon resonances included in the UrQMD model. From the UrQMD
manual [UrQM09].
The initial state of two nuclei is given by the distribution of nucleons within these nu-
clei. Positions of nuclei are randomized according to Wood-Saxon distributions. The
initial momenta for each nucleon are composed of a xed part that is dependent on the
collision energy and a part that is randomized according to the Fermi distribution of the
nucleons in the nucleus. However, the Fermi momentum is only added once a nucleon
interacts. This is called frozen Fermi approximation and avoids that a nucleus dissolves
before colliding with the other nucleus.2.5. UrQMD 19
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Table 2.2.: List of mesons included in the UrQMD model. From the UrQMD manual
[UrQM09].
After the initialization, all the nucleons are propagated on straight lines until the next
interaction. An interaction can be either elastic scattering, resonance decay, soft reso-
nance production or string excitation and fragmentation. All the probabilities for these
processes are weighted according to their PDG branching ratios. The criterion for a
collision is dened via the geometrical interpretation of the cross-section. A collision
happens if
d2  totC;tot ; (2.12)
where d is the distance of closest approach between two particles, tot is the total cross-
section for a collision to happen between these particles at this energy and C;tot is the
so called cross-section reduction factor. C;tot is a number between zero and one that
turns up for particles produced in string fragmentation (see section 2.5.3 for details).
2.5.1. Cross-sections
The most important ingredient for transport models are the cross-sections. The ideal
way would be to get them from experiment. However, most of the elementary cross-
sections have not been measured in experiment. For this reason, UrQMD uses other
ways to estimate unknown cross-sections. They are determined either from the additive
quark model or determined via detailed balance calculations.
Additive quark model The additive quark model is based on the assumption that the
hadronic cross-section at high energies is just given by the sum of the quark cross-
sections:
total = 40

2
3
nM
(1   0:4ns
1)(1   0:4ns
2) mb : (2.13)20 Chapter 2. Models for heavy-ion collisions
Here nM is the number of mesons in the ingoing channel, 2
3 is the ratio of the num-
ber of quarks in mesons to quarks in baryons, ns
1 and ns
2 are the ratios of strange
quarks to up and down quarks in particle one and two, and 40 mb is essentially the
proton + proton cross-section over a broad energy range. Since the additive quark
model is very simple, equation 2.14 is often used to scale the known cross-section
CD to the unknown cross-section AB to achieve better results.
AB(
p
s) = CD(
p
s)

aqm
AB

aqm
CD
: (2.14)

aqm
AB and 
aqm
CD are the cross-sections from the additive quark model corresponding
to the real AB and CD
Detailed balance The principle of detailed balance derives from the time-reversal in-
variance. Meaning that the matrix elements MAB!CD and MCD!AB fulll
jMAB!CDj2 = jMCD!ABj2 : (2.15)
The transition probability PA+B!C+D to go from state AB to state CD is con-
nected to the matrix elements via Fermi's golden rule
dPA+B!C+D
dt
=
2
 h
jMCD!ABj2  CD : (2.16)
Here CD is the phase-space density of the nal state CD in the volume V . At
the same time PA+B!C+D is also dened via the cross-section as
dPA+B!C+D
dt
=
A+B!C+D ~ v
V
; (2.17)
where A+B!C+D ~ v is the volume per time unit probed by a particle with cross-
section A+B!C+D. From equations 2.15-2.17 one can derive
A+B!C+D =
hp2
CDi
hp2
ABi
gCgD
gAgB
C+D!A+B : (2.18)
where gi are degeneracy factors and hpiji are the mean squared momenta in the
center of mass system of the particles. Equation 2.18 allows to calculate the un-
known A+B!C+D if C+D!A+B is known.
2.5.2. String fragmentation
Particles in UrQMD are produced either via soft resonance production, resonance decay
or string excitation and fragmentation. Due to the nature of QCD, the energy needed to
pull two quarks apart increases with increasing distance of the quarks. At some point,
it requires less energy to produce a quark-antiquark or even a diquark-antidiquark pair2.6. Hybrid approaches 21
than to pull the original partons further apart (see gure 2.1). Due to 
avor conservation,
only quark-antiquark pairs of the same 
avor are produced. The 
avor composition of
the produced particles is distributed according to a Schwinger-like [Schw51] distribution
P(m?)  exp

 
m2
?


: (2.19)
Here P is the probability to produce a quark pair with transverse mass m?.  is the
string tension and has a value of   1 GeV/fm. This leads to a suppression of strange
and diquarks since they are more massive than up or down quarks.
u u d =) u u d  d d =) u u d  d d
Figure 2.1.: String fragmentation of a neutron like state into a neutron and a 0. The
shaded regions denote leading quarks, the white regions indicate newly pro-
duced quarks.
2.5.3. Formation time
After a binary collision, it takes some time for the string to break into quarks and for
new hadrons to be formed from these quarks. Since UrQMD has only hadronic degrees
of freedom implemented, this behaviour is treated in an eective way via the formation
time. Each hadron produced from a string gets assigned a formation time. The formation
time in UrQMD is the sum of both processes, i.e. the time for the fragmentation plus
the time for the formation of hadrons. During the formation time, the cross-section of
the hadrons is reduced by a factor
C;tot = Clead
;tot
nl
nq
; (2.20)
where nq is the number of quarks in the hadron, nl is the number of leading quarks
(quarks that originate from a hadron, not from the string break up) and Clead
;tot is the
factor C;tot of the particle the leading quark stems from. The idea behind equation 2.20
is that partons currently being formed are not allowed to interact and propagating an
already reduced C;tot to a new particle is a probabilistic way to treat the inheritance
of unformed quarks to hadrons. Note the special case where nl is zero. In that case
the new hadron is made up only of new quarks and its cross-section is zero during the
formation time. This means that it is not allowed to interact at all during that time.
2.6. Hybrid approaches
Hybrid approaches in the sense used here are a combination of hydrodynamic and micro-
scopic transport approaches. There are several good reasons to combine both approaches.22 Chapter 2. Models for heavy-ion collisions
First of all, RHIC data [Adam05c] is described well within hydro models. However, par-
ticles and not a 
uid are measured in the detectors. Thus, at some point one needs
a prescription how to transfer the 
uid description into a particle-based description.
Usually, a Monte Carlo based implementation of the Cooper-Frye equation [Coop74]
E
dN
d3p
=
Z

f(x;p)pd (2.21)
is used for this transition, where f(x;p) is the boosted particle distribution, p the parti-
cle momentum and d the particle-emitting hypersurface. This transition is no physical
transition in any way. It is only a transition from one description to another description
in a technical way. However, there is a reason to change descriptions. In the very early
stage the medium is most probably not thermalized, that is why hydrodynamic models
that assume thermodynamic equilibrium are not applicable at the very beginning of a
collision. Shortly after that, the application of microscopic transport models becomes
problematic. It is conceptually dicult to treat more than two particles in the ingoing
channel of elementary interactions within such a model. However, the densities become
so high that binary collisions alone might not be sucient to describe the interactions
correctly anymore. At this point, hybrid models that use microscopic models for their
initial conditions switch to the hydrodynamic description. The hydrodynamic descrip-
tion is assumed to be valid as long as the rate of interactions within the 
uid is high.
Once the density of the medium becomes low, the description is switched to the particle
description again via the Cooper-Frye formalism. In this late stage the particles are
evolved via microscopic transport until they decouple and decay in the nal state. The
beauty of these models is that they include event-by-event 
uctuations and a portion
of o-equilibrium dynamics and at the same time are able to describe dierent states
of matter, even with phase-transitions, via the used EoS in the hydrodynamic phase.
Although hybrid models are a relatively new approach there are already several hybrid
models on the market [Hira06, Pete08b, Ryu12].
2.6.1. UrQMD hybrid approach
From version 3.3 on UrQMD, has the capability to do a hybrid, Cascade+Hydro, calcu-
lation. This is the hybrid model explained and tested in [Pete08b]. In the initial phase,
the particle evolution takes place in the microscopic cascade of UrQMD. Once the two
colliding nuclei have passed through each other, the hydrodynamic evolution starts at a
time of tstart = 2R=
p

2   1. At this time the spectators continue to propagate in the
cascade, while all other particles are mapped to the hydrodynamic grid. Mapping the
particles to the hydro grid means they are no longer described as individual particles, but
as a medium by their bulk properties. For this, both baryon and energy densities of the
particle ensemble are computed and are distributed among the cells of the hydro grid.
The particles in UrQMD are point particles. However, their positions are smeared out
with a gaussian shape of width 1.5 fm for the mapping. Once on the grid, the evolution
is performed by the SHASTA code [Risc95a] in ideal hydrodynamics. For the evolution
several EoS are available. Amongst those are a hadron resonance gas EoS [Zsch02] that2.6. Hybrid approaches 23
reproduces the degrees of freedom present in the cascade of UrQMD, a bag model EoS
[Risc95b] with a strong rst order phase transition, and the chiral EoS featuring a rst
order phase transition and a critical endpoint [Stei08]. The space is subdivided into
transverse slices of 0.2 fm thickness. Once the energy density in all cells of a transverse
slice drops below ve times nuclear ground state density, this slice is particlized. This is
done via Monte Carlo sampling of the thermal particle distributions as given by equa-
tion 2.21. The particles sampled from this procedure are then propagated in the cascade
mode of UrQMD until chemical and kinetic freeze-out.3. Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlations
The term Hanbury-Brown-Twiss or HBT correlations describes an interferometry tech-
nique suggested in 1954 [Hanb54] and rst applied in 1956 [Hanb56a, Hanb56b] by
Robert Hanbury-Brown and Richard Q. Twiss. They proved that there is an excess of
photons from a chaotic light source detected in coincidence if the detectors are nearby
and the eect vanishes if the detectors are further apart. It is explained by quantum
interference of bosonic particles and the distance of the detectors at which the eect
vanishes depends on the angular size of the light source. After they measured that the
eect indeed exists, they used it to measure the angular size of Sirius.
Later Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee, and Pais (GGLP) [Gold60] could explain the ex-
perimental results for angular correlations of pion pairs in proton-antiproton collisions
[Gold59] by symmetrizing the wavefunctions of the pions. Their results were depen-
dent on the size of the source they assumed. This opened up the eld of HBT analyses
in heavy-ion collisions and so far provides the only tool to probe the spatial size and
structure of the interaction region. Nevertheless, it is still not possible to fully disen-
tangle the information gained from HBT into a complete space and time picture of the
particle-emitting source without the results becoming model dependent.
3.1. The correlation function
To quantify the eect of Bose-Einstein enhancement in heavy-ion collisions one denes
the correlation function
C(p1;p2) =
P2(p1;p2)
P1(p1)P1(p2)
; (3.1)
where P1(pi) is the probability to emit a particle with momentum pi in an event and
P2(pi;pj) is the probability to emit both, a particle with momentum pi and a particle
with pj in the same event. In other words, it is dened as the probability to emit par-
ticles with momentum p1 and p2 including correlations divided by the same quantity
without correlations present.
Since bosons are identical particles, they obey the Bose-Einstein statistics and thus it
can be quite tricky to generate a reference sample without quantum interference. The
two techniques used in experiment are the opposite-sign method and the mixed-events
method. In the opposite-sign method particles with opposite charge are used to con-
struct the reference sample. Since they are obviously not identical particles, they do not
exhibit Bose-Einstein enhancement. However, they are subject to the Coulomb force, as
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well as same charged particles, but with opposite sign. Depending on the particles and
the system, this can have a substantial in
uence on the correlation function and needs
to be corrected for [Lisa05].
Using the mixed-events method circumvents the problem that same sign and oppo-
site sign pairs are in
uenced dierently by Coulomb interactions. In the mixed-events
method, the pairs used for the correlation function are formed of same sign particles but
from dierent events. This allows to create a denominator in absence of symmetrization
eects. However, it also excludes correlations induced due to energy and momentum
conservation [Chaj08]. These will no longer cancel and will show up in the correlation
function. While this is not a problem in big systems, it becomes important when ob-
serving small systems such as proton-proton or e+-e  collisions and is usually corrected
for [Abel12].
3.1.1. Correlation function from microscopic models
To connect experiment and theory, one needs to construct the correlation function also
from the results of Monte Carlo event generators. However, here the problem is opposite
to the problem in experiment. In experiment, it is complicated to generate a particle
sample without quantum interference. In theory, it is complicated to create a nal state
with quantum interference.
The correct way to generate the correlation function would be to have a model that
propagates properly anti-/symmetrized wavefunctions and calculates the probability to
nd particles only at the end of the propagation. And then take the same model without
wavefunction symmetrization and create the correlation function from combining these
samples. However, there is no transport code in existence that propagates wavefunc-
tions. Usually either particles or test particles are propagated in these models, which is
the equivalent of propagating single particle probabilities and not wavefunctions.
The approach taken in theory is to introduce quantum correlations a posteriori. For this,
one takes an event generator and generates the four dimensional phase-space distribution
of particles without quantum correlations at freeze-out. Then one assumes the freeze-
out points of the particles under question are sources of wavefunctions and not particles.
These wavefunctions can now be symmetrized for every emitted pair. In principle not
only the wavefunction for two particles needs to be symmetrized, but the wavefunction
of the whole system. Studies concerning multi-particle symmetrization [Prat93] show
that they become important for sources with high phase-space density and enhance the
particle occupation at low momentum and broaden the width of the correlation function
[Wied99]. Usually, only two-particle symmetrization is used in practice. For two-particle
symmetrization, the correlation function has the form
C(q;K) =
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)j 12j2
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
; (3.2)3.2. Gaussian Source 27
where  12 is the two-particle wavefunction and S(pi;xi) are the particle phase-space
distributions, taken e.g. from UrQMD. Assuming the particles to be identical bosons
and be described by plane waves, as is usually done for pions, one nds
C(q;K) = 1 + hcos(x  q)idist ; (3.3)
where h:::idist is the average with respect to the separation distribution, x and q
are the separation of the particles in four-position and four-momentum space, and
K = 1
2 (p1 + p2). Equations 3.3 and 3.5 are the central formulae needed in the theoreti-
cal analysis of pion-pion HBT correlations. They are sucient to go from the freeze-out
phase-space distribution through the 3D correlation function to the HBT radii. For more
mathematical details, see Appendix A.2.3. In principle, it is no problem to include also
coulomb and strong interactions by using other wavefunctions [Lisa05] in equation 3.2.
This leads to a dierent form of equation 3.3.
The exact form of the correlation function depends on the binning and is not necessarily
three dimensional. To make the construction of a theoretical correlation function intu-
itively accessible let us go step by step through the calculation in the case of a freeze-out
distribution consisting of N pions. This set of particles can, and in practice usually will,
consist of pions from several events. From this set it is possible to generate a number of
N! dierent pairs. For each pair
1 + cos(tE   xpx   ypy   zpz) (3.4)
is calculated according to equation 3.3. This gives the contribution of the current pion
pair to the correlation function. At which point this pair contributes to the correlation
function depends on the choice of the coordinate system and on q. The q vector is
decomposed into its components and this gives the bin position of the contribution in
the correlation function. This procedure is repeated for all possible combinations of
pion pairs or until sucient precision is reached. All the contributions to the correlation
function that fall into the same q-bin are averaged.
3.2. Gaussian Source
So far we have only discussed how to get the correlation function. What we are truly
interested in is not the correlation function but the time and space structure in the
heavy-ion collision. However, it is not possible to extract the whole structure from the
correlation function without additional assumptions. The reason for that is the mass-
shell constraint (see Appendix A.2.2). The mass-shell constraint arises from the property
that the mass dierence of the correlated particles is xed. This eectively reduces the
dimension of the correlation function by one compared to the space-time preventing us
from retrieving this information.
One of the easier model assumptions to extract the spatial information from the cor-
relation function is to assume a gaussian shape for the particle-emitting source. There28 Chapter 3. Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlations
are more involved methods such as source imaging [Brow97, Brow98]. While the large
number of parameters extracted from source imaging allows a more detailed description
than the gaussian parametrization, it suers from a need for higher statistics and it is
getting harder to get an intuitive picture of the source with increasing number of pa-
rameters.
Assuming a gaussian shape for the emission region leads to the form (see Appendix
A.2.4)
C(q;K) = 1 + exp
0
@ 
X
i;j=o;s;l
qiqjR2
ij
1
A ; (3.5)
where  is the so called chaoticity parameter that decreases with increasing coherence of
the particle emission, qi is component i of q and Rij are the HBT radii. The subscripts
o, s and l refer to the dierent directions in the Out-Side-Long system (see section 3.3)
which is often used in the construction of the correlation function.
To extract the R2
ij, equation 3.5 is tted to the correlation function calculated by equa-
tion 3.2. The K dependence indicated in these two equations can be explored by cal-
culation several correlation functions, using only pion pairs within a specic K interval
for each function. The dierent functions are then tted separately to get the K de-
pendence. The same goes for azimuthal sensitive analyses. In theses analyses, several
correlation functions, using only pairs within a specic  interval ( is the azimuthal
angle between impact parameter vector and ~ K) are are calculated and tted.
3.3. Out-Side-Long system
When computing the correlation function, there are several possible choices for the
coordinate system. One popular choice is the Out-Side-Long system (OSL system)
[Prat86, Bert89, Csor90]. The long direction is oriented along the beam axis. The out
direction is oriented along the transverse component of the pair momentum and the side
direction is oriented perpendicular to these directions (see gure 3.1).
The main dierence between individual coordinate system choices is in the interpretation
of the resulting parameters. For the OSL system, the interpretation is as follows [Wied99]
(see Appendix A.2.5).
R2
o =


(xo   ot)2
(3.6a)
R2
s =


x2
s

(3.6b)
R2
l =


(xl   lt)2
(3.6c)
R2
os = h(xo   ot)xsi (3.6d)
R2
ol = h(xo   ot)(xl   lt)i (3.6e)
R2
sl = h(xl   lt)xsi (3.6f)3.3. Out-Side-Long system 29
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Figure 3.1.: Sketch of the OSL system. The long direction is along the beam axis, the
out direction along the pair transverse momentum direction and the side
direction is perpendicular to the other directions. (Slightly modied from
[Wied99]).
Where the Rij are the HBT radii as obtained from equation 3.5. The xi are the particle
separations in the respective direction and the i are the components of the pair veloc-
ity. Although written as a square, the cross-terms R2
os, R2
ol and R2
sl can be negative. In
this form these equations provide only an average source size in the case of non-central
collisions since the azimuthal orientation of the out and side directions changes for each
pair but the source is not azimuthal symmetric. Only in the case of central collisions is
the source symmetric around the beam axis.
Both Rout and Rside represent the transverse extension of the source. However from
equation 3.6a it is obvious that there is also a dependence on the emission duration in-
cluded in Rout. For a more intuitive picture see a sketch of a particle-emitting source in
gure 3.2. We are looking down the beam axis. The orange bubble represents the source
while the grey dots depict the emitted pion cloud and the blue arrows their momentum.
The big black arrows show the measured radii parameters. Rout is bigger than the actual
transverse size of the source. Due to the nite lifetime of the source, pions produced
early have time to travel while the source is still emitting pions. Thus, after all particles
are produced, the pion cloud is more extended in the out direction than the actual region
emitting pions and the measured region is the extension of the pion cloud. One might
wonder why only a spread in the out direction happens and no spread in the side direc-
tion. The reason for this is that the HBT parameters are only sensitive to pairs close in
momentum. How close, depends a bit on the source size. Pairs close in momentum 
y
essentially all in the same direction. Thus next to no spread happens in the side direction.
There is a common misconception between the source lifetime and the collision duration
in heavy-ion collisions. t in equations 3.6a to 3.6f is related to the source lifetime. In
case of a Gaussian emission pattern, this would be the width of the Gaussian. On the30 Chapter 3. Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlations
other hand, the collision duration is the time the collision takes from the rst to the last
elementary collision. To make a clear distinction between the two dierent timespans, let
us take a look at several extreme scenarios. Assuming a static source with zero lifetime
RO and RS are the same. Adding a nite lifetime RS stays the same while RO increases
with increasing lifetime. The other interesting case is an expanding source. In this case
even the radii without and explicit lifetime dependence (see equations 3.6a-3.6f) increase
with increasing collision duration. This is due to the implicit time dependence in the
xi terms, since the source volume increases over time.
Rout
Rside
Figure 3.2.: Sketch to illustrate the dierence between out and side directions. The
sphere is the particle-emitting source, the dots denote the positions of par-
ticles and the arrows their momentum.
Another popular choice for the coordinate system that can be combined with the OSL
system is the longitudinal comoving system (LCMS). The longitudinal comoving system
is the system where the particle pair is at rest in beam direction. So to calculate the
correlation function in the LCMS frame one has to Lorentz boost every pair with the
respective l. The advantage of the LCMS is that equations 3.6a-3.6f simplify as l = 0.
3.4. Region of homogeneity
In the case of expanding sources or in the presence of 
ow, the HBT radii measure not
the extension of the whole source. Rather they probe only a \region of homogeneity"
from which particles close in momentum space are emitted [Akke95]. The reason is that
the width of the particle-pair separation in space is inversely proportional to the mo-
mentum dierence probing it. In the presence of 
ow, for pions to be emitted close in
momentum space means they are also likely to be emitted close in position space. The
same goes for expanding sources. Turning the argument around, this also means that
particles far away in position space are likely to be far apart in momentum space. Thus
the region probed by HBT correlations decreases with increasing pair momentum. See
gure 3.3 for an intuitive picture.3.5. Non-central collisions 31
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Figure 3.3.: Schematic picture of the region in heavy-ion collisions probed by HBT. The
light red region is the particle-emitting region while the dark red region
depicts the size of the probed region. Taken from [Nori04].
Due to the reasons above, the decrease of the HBT radii with increasing pair momentum
is interpreted as a sign of collective 
ow in heavy-ion collisions. Thus it is popular to plot
the HBT radii versus K?. However at high energies a non-
at K? dependence turns up
also in proton proton collisions which were believed to be too small to exhibit collective
behaviour. For further discussion of collective behaviour in p+p collisions see chapter 5.
3.5. Non-central collisions
In contrast to central collisions, non-central heavy-ion collisions are no longer azimuthally
symmetric. Thus the magnitude of the measured HBT radii depends on the measurement
angle with respect to the impact parameter vector. The equations 3.6a through 3.6f for
central collisions change to the more general case [Fili96, Lisa00c] (see Appendix A.3)
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 
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 


x2
R2
ol = hxzicos
R2
sl =  hxzisin :
Here  is the angle between pair momentum vector and impact parameter vector. Note
that


x2
,


y2
and


z2
are the variances of the source in the impact parameter-
xed frame in contrast to the variances in equations 3.6a-3.6f, which are in the pairwise
rotated OSL system.
Equations 3.7 consist of a explicitly  dependent part and a  independent part. How-
ever, this is strictly only true in the case of a non-
owing source. Due to azimuthal
momentum anisotropies in a source with 
ow, x, y, z, and t can in principle
become implicitly  dependent themselves. Thus it is useful to use only low-momentum32 Chapter 3. Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlations
pions, for which the implicit  dependence is usually small, if a clean measurement of
the explicit  dependence is important.
3.5.1. Eccentricity
In non-central collisions, the overlap region of two nuclei is elliptic in the plane transverse
to the beam axis. This shape is often referred to as almond shape and is connected to two
observables, elliptic 
ow v2 and the eccentricity . v2 is the second Fourier component
of the particle momentum distribution and is dened as
v2 =
*
p2
x   p2
y
p2
x + p2
y
+
: (3.8)
It is a measure for the momentum anisotropy in the transverse plane. v2 is one of the
most discussed observables in the heavy-ion community and bears all kind of informa-
tion about initial conditions, equation of state, and transport coecients of the matter
created in heavy-ion collisions. Closely related to v2 is the spatial eccentricity that is
dened in a similar fashion as
 =

y2   x2
x2 + y2

; (3.9)
that bears equally rich information about these quantities.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4.: Comic of the time evolution of the eccentricity. (a) Initial almond shape
created in the collision of two nuclei. The distribution of colliding matter is
extended out of the reaction plane. (b) Early freeze-out or soft expansion.
The frozen-out matter (outer, light grey region) is still extended out-of-plane
but has become more spherical. (c) Later freeze-out or violent expansion.
The frozen-out matter (outer, light grey region) has evolved past a spherical
shape and is now in-plane extended.
Due to the presence of positive v2, the initial shape with a large eccentricity (see g-
ure 3.4a) grows faster in the reaction plane than out of the reaction plane. The initial
eccentricity cannot be measured in experiment. It can only be estimated by using a
model like the Glauber model [Bial76] or Color Glass Condensate [Geli10]. The nal
shape depends on how long the system lives and how fast it expands. In the case of a
soft equation of state and/or a short lifetime of the system, the particle emitting source
is still extended out-of-plane in the nal state (see gure 3.4b). For a sti equation of
state and/or a long lifetime, the source becomes spherical or even in-plane extended in3.5. Non-central collisions 33
the nal state (see gure 3.4c).
Contrary to the initial state eccentricity, the nal state eccentricity can be measured in
experiment using azimuthally sensitive HBT correlations. The nal eccentricity is given
by [Reti04] (see Appendix A.3.2)
 = 2
R2
s;2
R2
s;0
; (3.10)
where Rs;2 and Rs;0 are the second-order and zeroth-order Fourier coecients of Rs
measured in azimuth.
3.5.2. The Tilt
Also related to the freeze-out geometry in non-central collisions is the tilt. If heavy-ions
collide in non-central collisions, there are less colliding nucleons in the peripheral regions
of the nucleus than in the more central region. Thus there is a momentum asymmetry in
the impact parameter direction leading to half the matter moving in positive z-direction
and one half in negative z-direction. Over time, the momentum asymmetry turns into
a spatial anisotropy. If one assumes an elliptical shape for the emission region, it gets
tilted in the x-z plane. This tilt can be characterized by the tilt angle s. It is connected
to a tilted Gaussian emission region by
f (x;y;z)  exp
 
 
(xcoss   z sins)
2
22
x0
 
y2
22
y
 
(xsins + z coss)
2
22
z0
 
t2
22
t
!
; (3.11)
where the prime on the i denotes that these are the widths along the principal axis
of the ellipsoid. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic sketch of the tilt angle and the emission
geometry.
Figure 3.5.: Sketch of the spatial emission geometry tilted by s in the event plane. This
kind of geometry is assumed to be present in non-central collisions.34 Chapter 3. Hanbury-Brown-Twiss correlations
Using azimuthally sensitive HBT, it is possible to measure s [Lisa00c] (Appendix A.3.1)
as
s =
1
2
tan 1
 
 4R2
sl;1
R2
l;0   R2
s;0 + 2R2
s;2
!
; (3.12)
where the Ri;j are the j-th Fourier component of Ri.
The step by step procedure to extract the Fourier coecients and then s is as follows.
First, the transverse momentum space is subdivided into several sections around the
beam-axis. In the case of this thesis always eight 45 wide sections. Second, a correlation
function is calculated for each of the sections via equation 3.3 and the R2
ij for each -bin
are determined via ts of equation 3.5 to each correlation function. This leads to R2
ij
oscillating with . From this the Fourier series in equations A.31 allow to determine the
coecients needed for equation 3.12.4. Charged Multiplicities from UrQMD
This chapter is based on [Mitr09]. The abundance of charged particles in elementary
(anti-)proton-proton collisions and in heavy-ion collisions directly re
ects how much of
the initial beam energy can be converted to new particles and is therefore directly linked
to the stopping mechanism of the initial protons and nucleons.
4.1. pp and p p pseudorapidity distributions
Figure 4.1 (a) shows the pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles dNch/d in in-
elastic minimum bias p+p collisions from top SPS to top RHIC energies predicted from
UrQMD. Figure 4.1 (b) presents measurements performed by the UA1 collaboration
[Arni83] for inelastic minimum bias p+ p collisions at 540 GeV. The closed points show
the measured region in , whereas the open points are the re
ected points at  = 0.
With increasing energy the leading hadron eect becomes more visible and from the gap
between the humps the strength of the stopping eect is visible. The system is becoming
more transparent at higher energies, which is re
ected in the change of the pseudora-
pidity distribution from a Gaussian to a double Gaussian shape [Bjor83, Land53]. The
same structure is also visible for the charged particle pseudorapidity distribution in in-
elastic minimum bias p+ p collisions at
p
s = 53, 200, 546 and 900 GeV measured by the
UA5 collaboration [Alne87] (see gure 4.2 (a)) and the P238 [Harr97] and CDF [Abe90]
collaboration in inelastic minimum bias p+ p collisions at 630 GeV and 1.8 TeV collision
energy (see gure 4.2 (b)). A dierence is observed between the experiments P238 and
CDF at 630 GeV collision energy. At rst glance it seems that a discrepancy between the
measurements of UA1 and UA5 at 540 GeV and 546 GeV exists. However, in [Arni83]
the authors assure the reader that both experiments agree within the error, therefore we
refrain from discussing possible reasons for the apparent discrepancies.
The solid lines in gures 4.1 and 4.2 represent calculations from UrQMD in inelastic
minimum bias p+ p collisions. Unfortunately, no measurements of charged particle pseu-
dorapidity distributions were performed for inelastic minimum bias p+p collisions at
SPS (17.3 GeV) and RHIC energies to complete the overall picture (note however that
pion distributions at SPS and RHIC are well described by the present model [Pete08a]).
Comparing UrQMD to the measurements from UA1 (see gure 4.1 (b)) and UA5 (see
gure 4.2 (a)), one sees that the model describes the UA1 data on a level of  20% and
the UA5 data within 5% accuracy. Moving to higher energies, UrQMD describes the
measured peseudorapidity distribution from P238 at 630 GeV (see gure 4.2 (b)) quite
well. Comparing UrQMD to the measurements from CDF at 630 GeV it agrees on a
level of  25%. Also here, the reader should notice the dierence in the measurements
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Figure 4.1.: Pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles in inelastic minimum bias
p+p collisions from top SPS energies to the highest RHIC energies predicted
by UrQMD (a). The pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles in
inelastic minimum bias p+ p collisions measured by the UA1 collaboration
[Arni83] (b). The closed symbols indicate measured points, whereas the open
points are re
ected with respect to midrapidity. The solid line represents
calculations from UrQMD, in inelastic minimum bias p+ p.
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Figure 4.2.: Pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles in inelastic minimum bias
p+ p collisions for dierent energies measured by the UA5 [Alne87] (a),
CDF [Abe90] and P238 [Harr97] (b). The closed symbols indicate measured
points, whereas the open points are re
ected with respect to midrapidity.
The solid line represent calculations from UrQMD, in inelastic minimum
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Figure 4.3.: (a): Rapidity distribution of   in Pb+Pb collisions at SPS energies from p
sNN = 6.3 to 17.3 GeV (7% most central collisions for
p
sNN = 6.3
- 12.3 GeV, 5% most central collisions for
p
sNN = 17.3 GeV) mea-
sured by the NA49 collaboration [Afan02, Alt08b]. (b): The pseudora-
pidity distribution of charged particles in Au+Au collisions (6% most cen-
tral collisions, b  3.55 fm for the data from
p
sNN = 19.6 - 130 GeV
and b  3.65 fm for the
p
sNN = 200 GeV dataset) at RHIC energies
from
p
sNN = 19.6 to 200 GeV performed by the PHOBOS collabora-
tion [Abre02, Alve09, Back06a, Back03a]. The solid line represent calcu-
lations from UrQMD (b  3.9 fm for 7% most central Pb+Pb collisions
from
p
sNN = 6.3 - 12.3 GeV, b  3.4 fm for 5% most central Pb+Pb colli-
sions at
p
sNN = 17.3 GeV, b  3.6 fm for 6% most central Au+Au collisions
from
p
sNN = 19.6 - 130 GeV and b  3.7 fm for 6% most central Au+Au
collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV).
between P238 and CDF at 630 GeV. For the measurements at 1.8 TeV, the deviation is
on the level of less than 10 %.
4.2. Nucleus-Nucleus rapidity distributions
Moving on to nucleus-nucleus reactions, gure 4.3 shows the dN /dy and dNch/d dis-
tribution in Pb+Pb and Au+Au collisions for dierent experiments and energies from
SPS to RHIC energies. Figure 4.3 (a) presents the dN/dy distribution of negatively
charged pions measured by the NA49 collaboration [Afan02, Alt08b] from
p
sNN = 6.3
to 17.3 GeV (7% most central collisions for
p
sNN = 6.3 - 12.3 GeV, 5% most central
collisions for
p
sNN = 17.3 GeV). It is visible that UrQMD overpredicts the measure-
ments at midrapidity by  5% except for the ones at 17.3 GeV collision energy. Going
to the higher RHIC energies (gure 4.3 (b)) we compare to the measurements from
the PHOBOS collaboration [Alve09, Back06a, Back03a]. It is visible that the multi-38 Chapter 4. Charged Multiplicities from UrQMD
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Figure 4.4.: Relative rapidity shift hyi/yp as a function of the center-of-mass energy in
relativistic heavy-ion collisions from AGS to RHIC energies [Vide95, Back01,
Appe99, Bear04, Blum07]. The black line represents the prediction made
by UrQMD from low AGS to LHC energies. The dotted line represents
calculations from a color glass condensate model [Meht09].
plicity increases with collision energy from
p
sNN = 19.6 to 200 GeV (6% most central
collisions). Furthermore the shape of the spectra is also changing as already seen for
p+p collisions due to the fact that the colliding nuclei become increasingly transparent
[Bjor83, Land53]. This is re
ected in the UrQMD prediction where the shape of the
spectra is also changing with energy. UrQMD slightly (20%) overpredicts the measure-
ments around midrapidity at
p
sNN = 62.4 GeV and 130 GeV.
A crucial point for particle production in A+A reactions is how much of the initial
longitudinal motion is transformed to particles and transverse expansion. This is best
characterized by an investigation of the energy (rapidity) loss of the initial nucleons.
New measurements at SPS energies (20 - 80 AGeV) [Blum07] combined with previously
published results from AGS to RHIC energies [Vide95, Back01, Appe99, Bear04] are
available to test the predictions performed by the UrQMD model. Figure 4.4 depicts the
energy evolution of the relative rapidity loss of the incoming nucleons in Au+Au/Pb+Pb
reactions up to LHC energies. The net-baryon distribution (dNB   B/dy) is made by using
the calculated rapidity spectra for p,  p, n,  n, , , 0,  , 0 and 
  and their anti-
particles respectively. From the net-baryon distribution an average rapidity shift hyi
can be calculated as follows:
hyi = yp  
2
hNparti
1 Z
0
y
dNB   B
dy
dy; (4.1)4.3. UrQMD at LHC energies 39
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Figure 4.5.: Prediction of the charged multiplicity pseudorapidity distribution for inelas-
tic minimum bias p+p collisions from
p
sNN = 5.5 to 14 TeV (a) and Pb+Pb
collisions (5% most central collisions, b  3.35 fm) at 5.5 TeV (b) collision
energy from UrQMD, with PYTHIA (solid line), without pQCD contribu-
tions (PYTHIA) (dashed line) and for hard produced particles (dotted line)
(b  3.4 fm for 5% most central Pb+Pb collisions at 5.5 TeV).
where yp is the projectile rapidity and hNparti the number of participating nucleons. It is
clearly visible in the data that hyi=yp decreases from approximately 0.6 at AGS energies
to 0.4 at top RHIC energies which indicates that the relative baryon stopping is slightly
weaker at RHIC energies as compared to lower AGS and SPS energies. The same trend
is also observed in UrQMD (black line in gure 4.4) where the absolute stopping follows
the trend going from AGS to LHC energies. Another approach is also shown in gure 4.4
from a color glass condensate model [Meht09] (dotted line). In this model the authors
are using the rapidity distribution of net protons (p  p) in central heavy-ion collisions as
a testing ground for saturation physics and that the valance quark parton distribution
is well known at large x, which corresponds to the forward and backward rapidity region.
From these studies of the energy deposition (stopping) and particle production, we con-
clude that UrQMD has a valid basis for further extrapolations in energy and allows us
to make predictions for LHC energies.
4.3. UrQMD at LHC energies
The predictions for the charged particle pseudorapidity distributions at LHC energies
are shown in gure 4.5 (a) for inelastic minimum bias p+p collisions at
p
s = 5.5, 10 and
14 TeV and for the 5% most central (hNparti = 383) Pb+Pb collisions at
p
s = 5.5 TeV
(b) (solid line).40 Chapter 4. Charged Multiplicities from UrQMD
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Figure 4.6.: (a): The energy dependence of the number of charged particles (
dNch
d )
at midrapidity divided by Npart for p+ p (circles) and Pb+Pb/Au+Au
(squares) collisions. (b): RMS width of the pseudorapidity rapidity dis-
tributions as a function of the center-of-mass energy. The black solid line
represents calculations from UrQMD for p+ p/p+p and the red solid line for
Pb+Pb/Au+Au collisions respectively.
There are two complementary particle production mechanisms at LHC energies: hard
parton-parton scattering and soft processes. Particles produced in hard scatterings are
usually created in primary collisions and are centered in a narrow region around midra-
pidity (seen in dotted line in gure 4.5 (b)), whereas softly produced particles are dis-
tributed over the full pseudorapidity range (see dashed line in gure 4.5 (b)). At LHC
energies both mechanisms play an important role so that the pseudorapidity distribution
of charged particles shown in gure 4.5 (b) (solid line) is the sum of both processes.
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the measured number of charged particles at midrapidity (
dNch
d j=y=0)
as a function of
p
sNN for p+ p (circles) [Arni83, Alne87, Abe90] and Pb+Pb/Au+Au
(squares) [Afan02, Alt08b, Abre02, Alve09, Back03a, Back06a, Bear02] collisions 1. It is
clearly visible that in A+A collisions Nch scales linearly with the center-of-mass energy.
The dierence in scaling with Npart between p+ p/p+p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au collisions
increases with increasing center-of-mass energy. A simple approach to extrapolate the
number of charged particles in Pb+Pb collisions was suggested in [Abre08] by using a t
function (
dNch
d j=y=0 = 0.5+0.39ln(s)). One can see that the t function and UrQMD
agree until top RHIC energies. At higher energies UrQMD predicts a higher multiplicity
in central Pb+Pb collisions as compared to the simple extrapolation, especially for top
LHC energies. The reason for the increasing multiplicity is the increase of hard colli-
sions at LHC energies. When not taking hard collisions into account (see gure 4.6 (a))
1Note that the number of charged particles for NA49 is calculated by adding the midrapidity yields of

 , 
+, K
  and K
+.4.3. UrQMD at LHC energies 41
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Figure 4.7.: Comparison of the predicted pseudorapidity distribution of charged par-
ticles (a) and the charged particle multiplicity at midrapidity (b) from
UrQMD, predictions from various other models [Abre08], and data [Aad10,
Aad12].
by switching o PYTHIA and just allowing UrQMD to have soft particle production,
UrQMD would follow the simple linear t function. If the LHC data fall on the dotted
line, hard collisions are either absent at LHC or saturation eects do eectively suppress
a large part of the particle production. UrQMD not only describes the multiplicity and
trend in p+ p/p+p collisions (dashed line) but also in Pb+Pb/Au+Au collision (solid
line). Furthermore in UrQMD, if going to LHC energies, the dierence between p+p
and Pb+Pb collisions becomes larger. The RMS-width 2 is calculated by tting the
measured pseudorapidity distribution of charged particles from UA1, UA5, P238 and
CDF experiments for p+ p NA50 and PHOBOS for Pb+Pb/AuAu collisions by a double
Gaussian 3 (see gure 4.6 (b)). An increase of the RMS-width with the center-of-mass
energy is observed for p+ p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au collisions. The dependence is linear for
p+ p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au collisions. In the data, no dierence between the RMS-width
in p+ p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au is seen. UrQMD shows a slight dierence between the
RMS-width for p+ p and Pb+Pb/Au+Au collisions.
To get an overall picture how the presented prediction of UrQMD compares to other
approaches, gure 4.7 depicts the compiled results from other model predictions. Fig-
2RMS =
p
2
0 + 2
3Where double Gaussian means that we parametrized the pseudorapidity distribution by the sum of
two Gauss distributions placed symmetrically with respect to midrapidity and dened as follows:
dN/d = N (e
 
( 0)2
22 + e
 
(+0)2
22 ), where 0 is the shift from zero and 
2 the variance of the
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ure 4.7 (a) shows the predicted pseudorapidity distributions of charged particles from
various models [Abre08] in comparison to UrQMD. All transport models (hadronic or
partonic), including UrQMD, can be put together in one group by predicting a similar
shape and multiplicity. The second group are saturation models which in general pre-
dict a lower multiplicity (also seen in [Arme00]). This is also visible in gure 4.7 (b)
where the energy dependence of predicted charged particle multiplicity at midrapidity is
shown. At rst glance it seems that the data would rather follow the trend of a straight
line, but the major part of the models including UrQMD do not favour this trend (also
seen in [Sark06]).5. Formation time via HBT from pp
collisions at LHC
This chapter is based on [Grae12b]. With the start of the LHC physics program a
tremendous amount of new data became available. Apart from the heavy-ion data, the
proton-proton (pp) program allowed to explore collective features of the strong interac-
tion in high multiplicity pp events.
It seems, same as in massive nucleus-nucleus collisions, a strongly interacting medium
is created even in pp collisions that exhibits bulk properties similar to those found
in heavy-ion collisions, such as space-momentum correlations and collective behaviour
[Liu11b, Liu11a, Voge11, Wern11a]. The details of these correlations can be probed
using Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) [Hanb56b] interferometry. While it is often argued
that the particle-emitting system in p+p collisions is too small to create a medium
that exhibits bulk properties, this is dierent at a center of mass energy of
p
s= 7
TeV [Wern11b]. Here, the particle multiplicity is about the same as in nucleus-nucleus
collisions, studied at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) in Brookhaven. For
previous studies of femtoscopic correlations in p+p collisions at RHIC and Tevatron see
[Agga11, Alex93]. This data suggests that space-momentum correlations are developed
even in pp collisions as soon as high particle multiplicities are achieved. Thus, it is
worthwhile studying the dependence of HBT observables on the event multiplicity. As
the system created in p+p collisions at LHC is still small, an essential quantity that
in
uences the particle freeze-out radii is the formation time in 
ux tube fragmentation.
Without going into the details of the specic implementation, it is clear that the forma-
tion time sets the scale for a minimum value of the source lifetime { of course followed by
resonance decay and rescattering. We use recent LHC data on pp collisions to determine
the formation time in the 
ux tube break-up. Results for Pb+Pb reactions and scaling
studies at the LHC within the same model can be found in [Li12, Grae12a] and chapters
6 and 7.
5.1. Particle formation time
The formation time denotes the time it takes for a hadron to be produced from a frag-
menting string (see also section 2.5.3). A very common model to describe such a 
ux
tube fragmentation is the Lund string model [Ande83a]. In the Lund model the forma-
tion time consists of the time it takes to produce a quark-antiquark pair and the time it
takes for that pair to form a hadron. For the Lund model both of these times are pro-
portional to the transverse mass of the created hadron and inversely proportional to the
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string tension. For simplicity, UrQMD uses a constant formation time of f = 0:8 fm/c
for hard collisions. Only after the formation time, particles, e.g. -mesons, can decay or
perform subsequent scatterings with their full cross-section. During their formation time
leading hadrons are allowed to interact with a reduced cross-section. Hadrons without
leading quarks are not allowed to interact at all during their formation time. While a
Heaviside function like behaviour of the cross-section is implemented in UrQMD, there
are other model studies [Spie99, Gall08] that investigate the in
uence of several scenar-
ios of continuous changes from zero to full cross-section during the formation time. The
freeze-out space-time positions of hadrons are dened as either their point of forma-
tion or the point of last interaction, whatever occurs later in time. Since HBT probes
the freeze-out distribution, the extracted radii are sensitive on the value of f in small
systems at high collision energies where the majority of particles is produced from 
ux
tube fragmentation. Although there are many theoretical studies on the formation time
[Cass04, Arle03, Kope07, Falt04, Bial99], few of them allow to put constraints on f or
the behaviour of the cross-section growth from experimental data.
5.2. Analysis in charged multiplicity classes
UrQMD (v3.3p1) is used to generate the freeze-out distributions of particles in proton-
proton collisions at
p
s= 7 TeV. UrQMD is described in more detail in [Bass98, Pete08b,
Li09a] and section 2.5. After the simulation run, a correlation afterburner using the
basic equation 3.3 is applied to calculate the corresponding 3D correlation function
C(q). In this analysis, as in ALICE data, particles within a pseudorapidity interval
of jj < 1:2 are taken into account. The analysis is done dierentially for K?-bins
of 100 MeV (see section 3.4) in the region of K? = 0:1   1:0 GeV and also for the
dierent event multiplicities listed in table 5.1. Generally the average dNch=d from
UrQMD is 15% smaller than the one measured by the ALICE collaboration, in the same
charged multiplicity classes, because we did not employ specic PYTHIA tunes for the
present analysis. All the correlation functions are computed for pairs in the longitudinal
comoving system (LCMS). The HBT radii are extracted by tting the gaussian shape of
equation 3.5 to the 3-dimensional correlation functions over a range of jqij < 800 MeV.
5.3. Comparison to data
In this section the results on HBT radii from the UrQMD model are compared to AL-
ICE data [Aamo11a]. In gure 5.1 the projections in out, side and long direction of the
3D correlation function together with a projection of the t for K?=0.3-0.4 GeV and
N
jj<1:2
charged= 23-29 are shown as an example. It can be seen that the calculated correlation
function (shown as dots) is well-described by a Gaussian t (lines). However, oscilla-
tions of the correlation function are present at larger q. This indicates that there is a
non-gaussian component in the underlying separation distribution of the pion freeze-out
points.5.3. Comparison to data 45
N
jj<1:2
charged UrQMD hdNch=dijj<1:2 ALICE hdNch=dijj<1:2
1-11 2.52 3.2
12-16 5.74 7.4
17-22 8.01 10.4
23-29 10.72 13.6
30-36 13.65 17.1
37-44 16.74 20.2
45-57 20.94 24.2
58-149 27.57 31.1
Table 5.1.: Table of the investigated multiplicity intervals. The rst column shows the
interval boundaries, the second column the mean charged particle multiplicity
per unit of pseudorapidity (dNch=d) from events with at least one charged
particle in jj < 1:2 from UrQMD. The third column shows the same quantity
from ALICE data [Aamo11a].
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Figure 5.1.: The dots represent projections of the 3-dimensional correlation function for
K?=0.3-0.4 GeV and N
jj<1:2
charged= 23-29. The lines represent a 2 t of equa-
tion 3.5 to the correlation function. Both the result of the t and the
correlation function are integrated over a range of qi = 0:17 GeV in the
other directions for the purpose of projection.46 Chapter 5. Formation time via HBT from pp collisions at LHC
The K? dependence of the HBT radii extracted from the UrQMD freeze-out distribution
is presented in gure 5.2 for the dNch=d classes dened in table 5.1 in the pseudora-
pidity interval jj < 1:2 in comparison to the ALICE data. The UrQMD calculations
are presented for dierent values of the formation time f (f= 0.3 fm/c, dashed lines;
f= 0.8 fm/c, full lines; f=2 fm/c, dotted lines). For f=0.3 fm/c, one obtains a good
description for Rout, while Rside is slightly underpredicted and the values for Rlong are in
line with data from ALICE. The choice f=0.8 fm/c leads to a slight overestimation of
Rout, however it leads to a reasonable description of Rside data. Also the K? behaviour
in Rlong is much closer to the behaviour of the data. In contrast, a formation time of
f=2 fm/c, leads to a drastic overestimation of the data for all radii. Although there are
discrepancies between model and data for all values of f, the sensitivity on f is much
larger than those discrepancies. Therefore, the present ALICE data allows to constrain
the formation time to values of f  0.3-0.8 fm/c.
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Figure 5.2.: The lines represent HBT radii in pp collisions at
p
s= 7 TeV from UrQMD
for dierent multiplicities and formation times. The various line styles refer
to results for f = 0:3 fm/c (dashed), f = 0:8 fm/c (default - full lines) and
f = 2 fm/c (dotted). The colors represent the multiplicity classes as dened
in table 5.1. The points are data from the ALICE experiment [Aamo11a].
Let us nally discuss the overall shape of the radii as a function of multiplicity and
K?. The Rside radii (see gure 5.2, middle) from UrQMD and in the data are 
at as a5.3. Comparison to data 47
function of K? for low multiplicity events. With increasing multiplicity the radii develop
a decrease towards higher K?. This is exactly the behavior one would expect for the
development of space-momentum correlations with rising event multiplicity [Wern11b].
For Rout (gure 5.2, left) however, there is a K? dependence present in all multiplicity
classes. Thus, only the development of radial 
ow with rising particle multiplicity seems
not sucient to explain the K? dependence. Since Rout and Rlong contain lifetime
contributions of the source and Rside does not, there seems to be an additional non-
trivial K? and multiplicity dependence in the emission duration needed to explain the
dierence in the behaviour of Rout, Rside and Rlong. This additional correlation might
be due to an additional momentum dependence in f apart from the trivial Lorentz
boost. This would lead to a direct eect on the emission duration, because it changes
the particles' production space-time points. It would also lead to an indirect change of
the emission region, since the particle rescattering is in
uenced by f. In the case of pp
collisions the eect of rescattering should be negligible. Preformed hadron interactions
become important in AA collisions [Arle03, Li08].6. HBT analysis of Pb+Pb collisions at
LHC energies
This chapter is based on [Li12]. In order to shed light on a large number of unsolved
questions in fundamental physics [Balt08, Gian04, Weig06], the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN has been designed, installed, tested, and repaired in the past two
decades and nally, started normal operation in the end of the year 2009. Since then,
a tremendous amount of experimental data in various aspects of high energy physics
has been obtained and received much attention by theoretical physicists. The extracted
bulk properties of the high temperature reball created in such ultra-relativistic col-
lisions have provided unprecedented information for fundamental investigations of the
phase diagram of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In this chapter we want to ex-
plore the expansion properties of the created matter by investigating the spatial shape
of the reball at LHC energies using HBT correlations. The ALICE collaboration has
published rst results of two-pion Bose-Einstein correlations in both p-p [Aamo11a] and
central Pb-Pb [Aamo11b] collisions at LHC energies in the beginning of the year 2011.
These experimental results have attracted the research interest of several theoretical
groups [Aamo11b, Karp11, Huma10, Wern11b], whose models are based on hydrody-
namic/hydrokinetic and microscopic approaches.
In this chapter we show the HBT radii of two-pion correlations from central (< 5%
of the total cross-section T) Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC energy
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV
from UrQMD. The calculations are compared to ALICE data as well as to those at the
RHIC energy
p
sNN = 200 GeV. Some predictions and comparison works with data
from reactions at LHC have already been pursued based on this version and showed
encouraging results for the bulk properties (see [Mitr09, Pete11] and chapter 4). The
UrQMD calculation results for p-p collisions at LHC energies are published in [Grae12b],
see chapter 5.
6.1. HBT analysis details
To obtain HBT radii, rst, about 200 and 10000 central events are calculated for Pb-Pb
collisions at LHC and for Au-Au at RHIC, respectively. Then, the two-pion correla-
tion functions are calculated via equation 3.3 (see also [Prat94]) in the longitudinally
co-moving system (LCMS) [Bert88, Prat86] and are tted by the Gaussian shape from
equation 3.5.
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Figure 6.1.: Projections of the three-dimensional correlation function (points) and of the
respective t (lines) for the K?-bin 200   300 MeV/c and jj < 0:8. When
projecting on one axis, the other two components are restricted to the range
(-30 < q < 30) MeV/c.
The eect of cross-terms with i 6= j on the HBT radii is found to be negligible in the
present ts when a pseudorapidity cut jj < 0:8 is used, as in experiments, and is not
discussed in this chapter.
For central collisions, the HBT radii are, except for an implicit K? dependence, related
to regions of homogeneity by [Wied99]
R2
O =


(x   ?t)2
=


x2
  2h?txi +


2
?t2
; (6.1a)
R2
S =


y2
; (6.1b)
R2
L =


(z   Lt)2
=


z2
  2hLtzi +


2
Lt2
; (6.1c)
where x, y, z and t are the spatio-temporal separation of the particles in a pair and
= K=K0. If no space-momentum correlations are present the regions of homogeneity
and the source size coincide. In central collisions the relation


x2
'


y2
is satised.
Thus R2
O and R2
S dier mainly in the last two terms of equation (6.1a). The rst of
these two terms is dependent on the strength of the correlation of emission time and
transverse emission position, while the second one is especially sensitive to the particle
emission duration.
6.2. Lifetime and K? dependent Results
The correlation functions are studied in bins of the transverse momentum K? = jk?j.
Figure 6.1 shows the projections of the three-dimensional correlation function (points)6.2. Lifetime and K? dependent Results 51
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Figure 6.2.: (a) The transverse position xout versus emission time distribution of pi-
ons with cuts jj < 0:8, 200 < K? < 300 MeV/c, jqij < 100 MeV/c, and
tfreezeout < 199 fm/c. (b) The contribution of terms


x2
(line with crosses),
 2h?txi (line with asterisks), and


2t2
(line with open circles) in equa-
tion (6.1a), to R2
O (line with triangles) with same cuts as for (a).
and of the respective t (lines) for the K?-bin 200   300 MeV/c. It is seen clearly that
the correlator in sideward direction can be described by a Gaussian form fairly well.
However, it deviates slightly from a Gaussian in the other two directions, especially in
the longitudinal direction, as found and discussed in previous publications for HICs at
lower energies [Li09b]. At LHC, the fraction of excited unstable particles is much larger
than at lower beam energies, therefore, the non-Gaussian eect is more pronounced
in the current calculations. At RHIC energies, the non-Gaussian eect was also seen
in the experimental HBT correlator, especially in the longitudinal direction [Adam05b].
Furthermore, when comparing our tting result in gure 6.1 with that observed in exper-
iment (in gure 1 of Ref. [Aamo11b]), it is seen that the non-Gaussian eect is stronger
in our calculations than in experiment. In [Li09b] this is studied in further detail and
can be improved by the inclusion of a mean-eld potential.
Besides the non-Gaussian eect, the contribution of the correlation between the emission
time and position to the HBT radii, especially in the outward direction, has been paid
more attention in recent years since it closely relates to the stiness of the EoS of nuclear
matter especially at the early stage of the whole dynamic process [Lin02, Li08, Li09a].
In gure 6.2 (a) we show the calculated emission time versus transverse position xout of
pions. The cuts jj < 0:8 and 200 < K? < 300 MeV/c are adopted to have the same ac-
ceptance as for the extraction of the HBT radii. At the same time, since the correlation
function and thus the HBT radii are mainly sensitive to pairs with small momentum
dierence, a cut on the relative pair momentum jqij < 100 MeV/c is applied as well.
Further, in order to remove the contribution of long-lived resonances, a cut on the freeze-
out time (tfreezeout < 199 fm/c) is used. It is found that, even in the cascade calculation,
there exists a visibly positive correlation between the emission time and position. To52 Chapter 6. HBT analysis of Pb+Pb collisions at LHC energies
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Figure 6.3.: K? dependence of pion HBT radii RO [panel (a)], RS [(b)], and RL [(c)],
as well as the ratio RO=RS [(d)], for central (=T < 5%) Pb-Pb collisions
at LHC energy
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV. For comparison, parameters for central
(=T < 5%) Au-Au collisions at RHIC energy
p
sNN = 200 GeV are also
shown. Lines with triangles and crosses are for model calculations while scat-
tered symbols are for experimental data of STAR/RHIC and ALICE/LHC
collaborations taken from [Adam05b, Aamo11b]. Lines with circles and di-
amonds show results with an articially decreased emission duration by a
factor of tscale = 2 and 3, separately, in the analysis of correlation function.
further analyze the importance of the x   t correlation, we quantitatively calculate all
three terms in equation (6.1a) and show them in gure 6.2 (b) as a function of K?. As
a whole, although the magnitude of the x   t correlation term ( 2h?txi  -300 fm2)
is as big as that of the emission region term (hx2i  200 fm2), the most important con-
tribution to RO comes from the emission duration term (h2
?t2i  1000 fm2). It implies
that both a shorter duration time and a stronger x   t correlation lead to a smaller RO
value, which will be further discussed in gure 6.3. Here, it is interesting to see that
the direct computation of RO leads to a value of  30 fm which is larger than the value
extracted from the Gaussian t to the correlation function by about a factor of three, as
was also observed in the AMPT model calculations for Au-Au collisions at RHIC [Lin02].
Figure 6.3 shows the K? dependence of the HBT radii RO, RS, and RL, as well as
the ratio RO=RS, extracted from the Gaussian t to the two-pion correlators. The
UrQMD cascade calculations for central Pb-Pb collisions at LHC energy
p
sNN = 2:76
TeV (lines with crosses) and central Au-Au collisions at RHIC energy
p
sNN = 200 GeV6.2. Lifetime and K? dependent Results 53
(lines with triangles) are compared to corresponding experimental data by ALICE/LHC
(open stars) and STAR/RHIC (open diamonds). A strong decrease of the three HBT-
radii with K? is seen both in experiments and in the UrQMD calculations for HICs.
This implies a substantial expansion of the source and is qualitatively captured by the
UrQMD dynamics. Following experimental results, the calculated HBT radii for Pb-Pb
at LHC are found to be larger than those for Au-Au at RHIC. The largest increase
exists in the longitudinal direction, which is also seen by the experiments. Although the
comparison of the calculated HBT radii RL and RS with corresponding data at RHIC is
fairly well, it gets worse when going to the higher LHC energy. At LHC the calculated
RS values at all K? are found to be slightly smaller than the data, while RL and RO
values are larger than the data. Together with large calculated RO, the emission time
related quantity RO=RS is found to be markedly larger than the data.
From equation (6.1a) and gure 6.2 (b) it is clear that the value of RO is strongly depen-
dent on the emission duration of the particles. To further investigate the contribution of
the emission duration to the HBT radii, we articially decrease it by rescaling the relative
time t to the \eective source center time" t (= htii) by t = ti   t ! t0 = (ti   t)=tscale
in the calculation of the correlation function at LHC energies. This eectively changes
equation (6.1a) to
R02
O = h(x   ?t0)2i = hx2i   2
h?txi
tscale
+
h2
?t2i
t2
scale
: (6.2)
The results for this calculation are presented as lines with circles (tscale = 2) and with
diamonds (tscale = 3) in gure 6.3. The articially decreased emission duration leads to
smaller RO values in all K? bins but leaves RS unchanged, as expected. Overall, it results
in an improved agreement with the data of the RO=RS ratio. From gure 6.3, it is also
found that RL is overestimated at LHC. Since RL is mainly related to the lifetime of the
source, it implies that this lifetime is also overestimated by UrQMD. Other calculations
in [Aamo11b, Grae12a] show that UrQMD overestimates the source lifetime by a factor
of approximately 2   3 when compared to LHC data. The overestimation of both RO
and RL can be attributed to the known fact that the pressure in the early stage is not
strong enough in the cascade model calculations. A higher pressure would lead to a
more explosive expansion, a stronger phase-space correlation, and a faster decoupling
of the system, thus leading to smaller regions of homogeneity. For more discussion
we refer the reader to [Prat09a, Li08]. With the improved integrated Boltzmann +
hydrodynamics hybrid approach [Pete08b, Pete11, Stei11b, Stei11a], where various EoS
of nuclear matter during the hydrodynamic evolution may be treated consistently and a
decoupling supplemented by realistic 3d hypersurfaces.7. HBT scaling with particle multiplicity
This chapter is based on [Grae12a]. Over the last decade the experimental programs at
the SPS and at RHIC have provided exciting pioneering data [Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a,
Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b, Back03b, Abel09b]. These programs are
currently extended into a system size scan with NA61 at SPS and a systematic beam
energy scan with the RHIC-BES initiative. Particle correlations, i.e. Hanbury-Brown-
Twiss correlation (HBT) or femtoscopy allow to gain deeper insights into the emission
patterns and coherence regions of the matter created [Prat84, Siny89, Hama88, Wied99].
One generally assumes that the observed HBT radii scale with the charged particle
density (or number of participants) as the charged particle density should be a good
proxy for the nal state volume [Lisa05]. However, the interferometry volume may not
only depend on multiplicity, but also on the initial size of the colliding system [Siny11].
Indeed, one of the surprising LHC results concerns the scaling violation observed in pp
reactions as compared to AA reactions at lower energies at the same charged particle
density. In this chapter, we explore the spatial structure of the source created in collisions
of various heavy-ions at dierent energies and centralities to shed light on the observed
scaling violation when going from proton-proton to AA collisions at the LHC. For this
we use the UrQMD model (see section 2.5). Other investigations on the charged particle
yield scaling can be found in [Adam03a, Adam03c, Akke04, Akke06].
7.1. Scaling of the HBT radii
For the analysis in this chapter the correlation functions are tted over a range jqij <
800 MeV/c for proton-proton collisions, jqij < 300 MeV/c for carbon-carbon collisions
and jqij < 150 MeV/c for all other collisions. The dierence in the momentum ranges is
motivated by the fact that the width of the peak in the correlation function gets broader
for smaller systems. Thus, the t range is bigger for proton-proton and carbon-carbon
than it is for lead-lead collisions.
Figure 7.1 shows the three HBT radii Rout, Rside and Rlong as a function of the charged
particle multiplicity at midrapidity (jj < 1:2 for pp and jj < 0:8 for all other classes),
(dNch=d)1=3 and xed K? = 300   400 MeV. The lines with symbols are simulation
results for lead-lead collisions at
p
sNN = 2760, 200, 130, 62.4 GeV for 0-5%, 5-20%,
20-50% and 50-80% centrality, for carbon-carbon at
p
sNN = 200 GeV in the same
centrality classes, for proton-proton at
p
s = 7 TeV with dierent dNch=d classes,
for central copper-copper collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and for central lead-lead
collisions at Elab = 158 AGeV. The green stars are experimental results taken from
[Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b, Back03b,
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Figure 7.1.: The three HBT radii Rout, Rside and Rlong as a function of the charged parti-
cle multiplicity at midrapidity, (dNch=d)1=3 and xed K? = 300 400 MeV.
The lines with symbols are the simulation results. The gray triangles, the
black circles, the red squares and the green crosses are for lead-lead colli-
sions at
p
sNN = 2760, 200, 130, 62.4 GeV (in the same order) at 0-5%,
5-20%, 20-50% and 50-80% centrality for the dierent points. The pink
crosses are results for carbon-carbon at
p
sNN = 200 GeV for the same
centrality classes and the beige diamonds show results for various multiplic-
ity classes from proton-proton collisions (see chapter 5). Blue circles and
brown squares depict results for central copper-copper events at
p
sNN = 200
GeV and central lead-lead collisions at Elab = 158 AGeV. The green stars
are experimental results for central gold and lead collisions at K? = 300
GeV/c taken from [Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a,
Back06c, Back06b, Back03b, Abel09b, Aamo11a, Aamo11b].7.1. Scaling of the HBT radii 57
Abel09b, Aamo11a, Aamo11b]. For nucleus-nucleus reactions one observes a rather lin-
ear scaling with (dNch=d)1=3. The scaling is very good if the change in (dNch=d)1=3
is caused by a change of centrality at a xed energy. A small oset on the order of 2
fm - 3 fm is visible for dierent system sizes, if the radii are extrapolated to Nch ! 0.
This is expected due to the nite size of the nuclei in AA reactions [Siny11]. In contrast,
increasing the center-of-mass energy leads to a reduction of the radii at a given xed Nch-
bin. The scaling of the source size with (dNch=d)1=3 for dierent centralities is a hint
that the underlying physics, e.g. pion production via resonance decay versus production
via string fragmentation, is nearly unchanged by changes in the collision geometry. A
change in
p
s on the other hand results not only in dierent weights of the production
mechanisms, but also in changed expansion dynamics towards a more violent expansion
with increased energy. Qualitatively, one expects a scaling of the length of homogeneity
as R = Rgeom=
q
1 + hv2
?im?=2T [Siny11, Akke95], where Rgeom is the geometric size
of the collision region, v? is the transverse 
ow velocity and T is the freeze-out tem-
perature. I.e. the increase in transverse 
ow leads to a decrease of the observed radii
with increasing energy as observed in the model. This combination leads to a deviation
from the (dNch=d)1=3 scaling of the HBT radii. The proton-proton calculation (and the
data) show signicantly smaller radii and a dierent slope from what is expected from
nucleus-nucleus results. This behaviour is attributed to the strongly dierent particle
production mechanisms in AA and pp. I.e., bulk emission vs. string/jet dominated
emission, which is also in line with the theoretically observed dependence of the HBT
radii on the formation time of the hadrons from the jet fragmentation and string decay
[Grae12b] (see chapter 5).
Since the K? dependence of the HBT radii tells us much about the expansion of the
source [Prat84, Hama88], let us next investigate how a variation of dNch=d is re
ected
in the dierential HBT radii as recently discussed in [True12]. Figure 7.2 shows the three
HBT radii Rout, Rside and Rlong at xed charged particle multiplicity at midrapidity as
a function of K?. The shown calculations are chosen so that they fall roughly into two
hdNch=di classes. The rst class contains calculations with hdNch=di  600 (exact
values are 670 for Pb+Pb at
p
sNN = 2760 GeV, 20-50% centrality and 665, 595 and
509 for Pb+Pb at
p
sNN = 200, 130, 62.4 GeV, 0-5% centrality). The second class
contains calculations for hdNch=di  25 (exact values are 23 for C+C at
p
sNN = 200
GeV, 0-5% centrality and 32, 28 and 23 for Pb+Pb at
p
sNN = 200, 130, 62.4 GeV and
50-80% centrality).
A very similar slope in K? is observed for all UrQMD results. This leads to the conclusion
that the observed HBT radii dependence on the radial 
ow in the model is weaker than
observed in the data. The shift in magnitude of the radii is related to the magnitude
dierences already observed in gure 7.1 that are mainly dominated by geometry and p
s eects.58 Chapter 7. HBT scaling with particle multiplicity
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Figure 7.2.: The K? dependence of Rout, Rside and Rlong. The black dots are calculations
at
p
sNN = 2760 GeV and 20-50% centrality, the red squares, the green
crosses and the pink crosses are lead-lead for 0-5% centrality at
p
sNN =
200, 130, 62.4 GeV. They have hdNch=di  670, 665, 595, 509. The other
presented calculations are carbon-carbon at
p
sNN = 200 GeV for 0-5%
centrality (blue circles) and lead-lead at
p
sNN = 200, 130, 62.4 GeV (beige
diamonds, grey triangles, blue triangles) all for 50-80% centrality. These
collisions have hdNch=di  23, 32, 28, 23. The green stars represent ALICE
lead-lead data for central collisions at
p
sNN = 2760 GeV [Aamo11b]. The
blue diamonds are experimental results for central gold-gold collisions at p
sNN = 200 GeV from the STAR collaborator. [Adam05b]
7.2. Scaling of volume and freeze-out time
Next, let us investigate the energy and system size dependence of the homogeneity
volume. Figure 7.3 shows the volume of homogeneity as a function of dNch=d for var-
ious systems. Lead-lead calculations are shown for
p
sNN = 2760, 200, 130, 62.4 GeV
(grey triangles, black circles, red squares, green crosses) in the centrality classes 0-5%,
5-20%, 20-40% and 40-80%. The pink crosses show
p
sNN = 200 GeV carbon-carbon
results for the same centralities, and the beige diamonds represent proton-proton cal-
culations at
p
s = 7 TeV for dierent dNch=d bins. Blue circles and brown squares
depict results for central copper-copper events at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and central lead-
lead events at Elab = 158 AGeV. These results are compared to experimental data7.2. Scaling of volume and freeze-out time 59
[Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b, Back03b,
Abel09b, Aamo11a, Aamo11b] which is represented by green stars.
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Figure 7.3.: Two denitions of the volume of homogeneity as a function of energy for
various systems. In the left plot the volume is dened as RoutRsideRlong and
in the right plot the volume is dened as R2
sideRlong. The gray triangles,
black circles, red squares and green crosses depict UrQMD results for lead-
lead collisions at (in this order)
p
sNN =2760, 200, 130, 62.4 GeV for the
centralities 0-5%, 5-20%, 20-40%, 40-80%. The pink crosses are carbon-
carbon calculations at
p
sNN = 200 GeV for the same centralities, the blue
circles are central copper-copper collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and the
brown squares are central lead-lead collisions at Elab = 158 AGeV. The
beige diamonds depict proton-proton results at
p
s = 7 TeV for dierent
(dNch=d)1=3 classes. The green stars show experimental results taken from
[Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b,
Back03b, Abel09b, Aamo11a, Aamo11b].
In line with the experimental data, a strong increase in the volume proportional to
the charged particle multiplicity is observed. A good agreement between experiment
and theory is observed for the quantity R2
sideRlong while the experimental results for
RoutRsideRlong are slightly overestimated. This is due to a too large Rout in the calcu-
lations. The overestimation of Rout is common for hadronic cascade models and can be
explained by a lack of pressure in the early stage of the heavy-ion collision [Li08, Prat09b].
While the volume of the homogeneity region for each individual energy scales very well
with dNch=d gure 7.3 shows a steepening slope with decreasing energy. The calcu-
lations also hint to an oset for AA reactions on the order of 25 fm3 (R2
sideRlong) and
50 fm3 (RoutRsideRlong).60 Chapter 7. HBT scaling with particle multiplicity
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Figure 7.4.: The freeze-out time as a function of energy for various systems. The gray
triangles, black circles, red squares and green crosses depict UrQMD results
for lead-lead collisions at (in this order)
p
sNN =2760, 200, 130 62.4 GeV
for the centralities 0-5%, 5-20%, 20-40%, 40-80%. The pink crosses are
carbon-carbon calculations at
p
sNN = 200 GeV for the same centralities,
the blue circles are central copper-copper collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and
the brown squares are central lead-lead collisions at Elab = 158 AGeV. The
beige diamonds depict proton-proton results at
p
s = 7 TeV for dierent
(dNch=d)1=3 classes. The green stars show experimental results taken from
[Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02, Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b,
Back03b, Abel09b, Aamo11b].
Finally, we explore the apparent freeze-out times f. The results are obtained by tting
the hydrodynamically motivated equation 7.1 [Aamo11b, Makh88] to the K? dependence
of Rlong in the interval K? = 200-800 MeV/c. For this purpose the pion freeze-out
temperature is assumed to be T = 120 MeV.
R2
long = 2
f
T
m?
K2(m?=T)
K1(m?=T)
; (7.1)
where m? =
q
m2
 + K2
? and Ki are the integer order modied Bessel functions. Fig-
ure 7.4 shows the freeze-out time as a function of dNch=d for various systems. The
grey triangles, the black circles, the red squares and the green crosses are calculations
of lead-lead collisions at
p
sNN = 2760, 200, 130, 62.4 GeV (in the same order) for the
centralities 0-5%, 5-20%, 20-40%, 40-80%. The pink crosses are carbon-carbon colli-
sions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV for the same centralities. The blue circles are calculations
for central copper-copper collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and central lead-lead colli-
sions at Elab = 158 AGeV. Experimental results [Adam05b, Lisa00b, Alt08a, Afan02,
Adam03a, Abel09a, Back06c, Back06b, Back03b, Abel09b, Aamo11b] are depicted by7.2. Scaling of volume and freeze-out time 61
green stars. As for all the other observables, there is scaling for each energy individu-
ally. As anticipated from the calculations of Rlong the decoupling time f increases with
decreasing energy. This conrms the idea of a shorter decoupling time with increased
energy. The oset in f for dNch=d ! 0 seems to hint towards a minimal decoupling
time min
f  4   8fm/c in AA reactions and min
f < 2 fm/c in pp.8. Compressibility from event-by-event
HBT
In thermodynamics, volume 
uctuations are directly related to the isothermal com-
pressibility. We use UrQMD (see chapter 2.5) to simulate Pb+Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2:76 TeV. At LHC energies, for the rst time, the multiplicity is high enough to allow an
event-by-event HBT (EbE-HBT) analysis. This makes it possible to measure the com-
pressibility of the heated matter by extracting the volume 
uctuations. There have been
one-dimensional event-by-event HBT analyses [Stoc99], but no three-dimensional ones
so far. In this chapter, we use the volume 
uctuations obtained by the EbE-HBT with
the goal to determine the isothermal compressibility T of the matter present during the
collision.
8.1. Underlying theory
8.1.1. Compressibility
Since it is very hard to access T experimentally there are only a few suggestions on how
to do so [Mrow98]. In this chapter we demonstrate how to measure T. First of all we
need to connect T to measurable quantities. We do this using
hV 2i
V T
=  
1
V

@V
@p

T
=
1
T
; (8.1)
which can be derived using basic thermodynamics [Land96]. Here V ,T and hV 2i are the
volume, temperature and the variance of the volume of the medium under investigation.
All of these quantities are in principle measurable taking some intermediate steps.
8.1.2. Event-by-event HBT
One of the quantities needed to determine T from equation 8.1 is the variance of the
volume of the pion producing interaction region hV 2i. To measure it, we use pion HBT
correlations.
First, we calculate the correlation function C(q) given by equation 3.3 in the longitudi-
nal comoving frame. Usually, the correlation function is averaged over a large number of
events from the same collision class. High multiplicities at LHC energies, however, allow
to construct C(q;K) using particles from only one event. In experiment, one would still
use mixed events and/or dierent sign pairs to calculate the correlation function even if
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one is doing EbE-HBT.
We t the resulting correlation functions using a gaussian given by equation 3.5 to obtain
the Pratt-Bertsch radii Rij. Even though the Rij are related to regions of homogeneity
[Siny89, Hama88] and only approximately to the source sizes, we use their values to
calculate the volume V = RORSRL for every event, which allows us to calculate hV 2i
too.
8.1.3. Eective temperature
The last quantity needed to calculate T is the temperature of the matter in question.
We use the usual approach and calculate the mT spectrum of the pions. We then t it
with
1
m2
T
dN
dmT
 e 
mT
T (8.2)
to get T. The temperature varies however during the evolution of the collisions. Also
resonance decays contribute to the mT spectrum, which in turn becomes slightly non-
thermal. For this reason T is often called an eective temperature or inverse slope
parameter, but here we will refer to it as temperature.
8.2. Compressibility results
In this chapter we study central lead-lead collisions at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV within the
pseudorapidity window jj < 1:2. For our goal to determine T we need to calculate
hV 2i. Figure 8.1 shows three slices through a pion correlation function from an ar-
bitrary single event. The black line is a one dimensional gaussian with the parameters
obtained from the complete three dimensional t. At a rst glance the statistical errors
in the correlation function are pretty big. However the situation is not as bad as it looks,
since only slices are shown and there are plenty of support points for the actual three
dimensional t so that a good t can be achieved most of the time.
One of the diculties is that even single failed ts can have a huge impact on the nal
result of the 
uctuations. For that reason we have to dene a criterion to sort out the t
results that are \not good", in a way that does not bias the result. To achieve this we
introduced a cut on the 2=DoF and discarded all results with a 2=DoF bigger than
this cut. The results of this study are shown on the left in gure 8.2. It becomes obvious
that the result for hV 2i does not change anymore for 2=DoF > 1:2. So we used a cut
of 2=DoF = 2 for our analysis. The results for V and hV 2i can be found in table 8.1.
The last ingredient we need to calculate T is the temperature of the pions. Since the
dN=dmT spectrum deviates slightly from an exponential, the nal result depends on the
tted region. We take that into account by varying the tted region. The right panel
of gure 8.2 shows the result for the temperature when tting from m? = 200 MeV up8.2. Compressibility results 65
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Figure 8.1.: Slices of the correlation function for a random event in Out (left panel), Side
(middle panel) and Long (right panel) direction. The black line represents
a 1D gaussian with the parameters from the 3D t by equation 3.5.
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b [fm] T
h
MeV
fm3
i
V [fm3] hV 2i[fm6] T [MeV]
0 1:09  0:47 773:55  322:83 104222  15517 147:40  13:86
0-3.4 1:02  0:51 651:8  305:59 93384  13200 146:69  14:08
Table 8.1.: This table displays an overview of the results for T, V , hV 2i and T. The
studied system is lead-lead at
p
sNN = 2:76 TeV and jj < 1:2.
to the value plotted on the x-axis. The mean value for T is presented in table 8.1, as
well as the maximal variation as its error. This leads to T = 1:090:47MeV
fm3 in head-on
collisions and T = 1:02  0:51MeV
fm3 in the 5 % most central collisions.9. Tilt in non-central collisions
This chapter is based on [Moun11]. It has long been recognized that measurements
relative to the direction of the impact parameter of the collision are more sensitive to
important underlying physics of the system than are angle-integrated measurements.
The azimuthal dependence of particle yields and spectra { with \directed" and \ellip-
tical 
ow" being the most prominent ones { are extensively used to extract the QCD
equation of state (EoS) and transport coecients of the quark-gluon plasma such as vis-
cosity [Kolb00, Volo08]. On the other hand, azimuthally-integrated pT spectra can 
ag
the existence of collective behavior, but are not as discriminating between dierent mod-
els producing such behavior [Lisa95, Song11]. Similarly, the azimuthal dependence of
jet quenching is a more discriminating probe of partonic energy loss than azimuthally-
integrated measurements [Cole05, Maju07, Bass09]. It is possible that azimuthally-
dierential analyses might yield a similar improvement in sensitivity of femtoscopy.
Most femtoscopic analyses of pion correlations extract so-called \HBT radii" (c.f. discus-
sion in [Lisa05]) which fully describe the emission distribution only if it is purely Gaussian
and features no collective motion. Strictly speaking, neither of these conditions char-
acterize heavy-ion collisions, and there has been considerable activity in measuring the
non-Gaussian features of the source via \imaging" techniques [Brow97, Pani00] that t
the source with a sum of spline functions. Large non-Gaussian tails are mostly explained
by long-lived resonance production [Brow07].
Moving beyond HBT radii themselves, which characterize the geometry only of sub-
sets (\homogeneity regions" [Makh88]) of the overall source, one is interested in the
shape and orientation of the emission region as a whole. Retiere and Lisa have pro-
posed [Reti04] a formula connecting the azimuthal oscillations of HBT radii with the
transverse anisotropic shape of the source. Here, we follow the same line and propose a
formula for the tilt of the source relative to the beam direction. Both of these formulae
are strictly valid only for Gaussian, non-
owing sources. In this chapter, we test these
formulae in the context of a realistic transport model featuring non-Gaussian freeze-out
distributions and strong 
ow. We nd reasonable consistency between the source ec-
centricity and tilt as extracted directly from the space-time freeze-out coordinates and
the same quantities estimated with the formulae. The discrepancy between the two
provides an estimate of the systematic uncertainty one expects, when using azimuthally-
dierential pion correlation measurements to extract the underlying source shape and
orientation.
In section 9.1, we dene the formalism and the connection between HBT radii and an
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anisotropic but simplied static Gaussian source. There, we present formulae connecting
measurable quantities to the interesting features of the geometry. In section 9.2, UrQMD
is used to generate a freeze-out distribution featuring non-Gaussian geometry and strong
collective 
ow. We discuss the non-trivial anisotropies of the distribution and the rela-
tionship between regions of homogeneity [Makh88, Akke95] and the \whole" source of
emission points. In section 9.3, we simulate an experimental analysis, using the UrQMD-
generated distributions. We build two-pion correlation functions and use the formulae
presented in section 9.1 to estimate the source anisotropies. The calculations are com-
pared to reported experimental results from Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV and
predictions are given for heavy-ion collisions at
p
sNN = 7:7 GeV, relevant for FAIR and
the RHIC energy scan.
9.1. HBT radii and their connection to the underlying source
As pointed out in section 3.2, femtoscopic two-particle correlation functions as a function
of the relative momentum q = p1   p2 are often tted in terms of Gaussian HBT radii
R2
i;j
C (q) = 1 + exp
0
@ 
X
i;j=o;s;l
qiqjR2
i;j
1
A: (9.1)
Indices i and j indicate the components of the q vector in the so-called Bertsch-Pratt
\out-side-long" coordinate system as dened in section 3.3 [Prat86, Bert89, Csor90]. It
is worthwhile pointing out that, while one may simultaneously 
ip the signs of all com-
ponents of q by swapping the designation of particles 1 and 2, the correlation function
depends only on even-order products of q's components; these products have meaningful
sign.
We begin by considering a simple source of midrapidity pions which is a Gaussian ellip-
soid in space and time, with the major axis of the ellipse tilted with respect to the beam
direction, as sketched in gure 9.1. The distribution is characterized by ve parameters:
a temporal scale, three spatial scales and a tilt angle
f (x;y;z)  exp
 
 
(xcoss   z sins)
2
22
x0
 
y2
22
y
 
(xsins + z coss)
2
22
z0
 
t2
22
t
!
; (9.2)
where the primes on x0 and z0 signify that these correspond to principle axes of the
ellipse.9.1. HBT radii and their connection to the underlying source 69
Its transverse eccentricity about its (tilted) major axis is dened as
0 
2
y   2
x0
2
y + 2
x0
(9.3)
Figure 9.1.: The simplied parameterization of the freeze-out distribution in a heavy-ion
collision. In addition to the timescale and three spatial length scales, the
ellipsoid may be tilted in the direction of the impact parameter x, relative
to the beam axis z.
If s = 0 and x = y  ? (or equivalently in an azimuthally-integrated analysis), only
three parameters characterize the source, and the HBT radii are given by
R2
s = 2
? ;
R2
o = 2
? + 2
?2
t ; (9.4)
R2
l = 2
z + 2
l 2
t ;
where ? and l are the transverse and longitudinal velocities of the pion pair. \Cross-
term" radii R2
i6=j vanish by symmetry [Lisa00c, Hein02a].
For the more general case, there are six HBT radii, and they depend on the azimuthal
angle . This angle is meaningfully dened over the range [0,2] about the beam direc-
tion relative to the impact parameter, which is dened as the direction perpendicular to
the beam, pointing from one nucleus moving in a specic beam direction to the other
nucleus. Swapping the two nuclei reverses the direction of the impact parameter (x di-
rection); however, it also reverses the \long" (z) direction. Hence, the sense of the tilt S
is well-dened; a source with positive tilt features a positive spatial x z correlation, as
shown in gure 9.1. Experimental measurement of the sense of the tilt [Lisa00a] requires
measuring the direction of the impact parameter, for example through directed 
ow of
net baryons at forward rapidity.
The HBT radii, measured as a function of angle  relative to the beam axis, are driven
by source widths x;y;z, rather than x0;y;z0. The relationships between these
widths are given by
2
x0 = 2
x cos2 s + 2
z sin2 s + 2
xz sin2s ;
2
z0 = 2
x sin2 s + 2
z cos2 s   2
xz sin2s ;
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where 2
xz is the covariance between x and z in the source function; see [Lisa00c] for
details.
The HBT radii are related to these widths as [Lisa00c] (see A.3.1)
R2
s () = 1
2
 
2
x + 2
y

+ 1
2
 
2
y   2
x

cos2;
R2
o () = 1
2
 
2
x + 2
y

  1
2
 
2
y   2
x

cos2 + 2
?2
t ;
R2
os () = 1
2
 
2
y   2
x

sin2;
R2
l () = 2
z + 2
l 2
t ;
R2
ol () = 2
xz cos;
R2
sl () =  2
xz sin:
(9.6)
In analogy with equation 9.3, we identify the eccentricity of the source around the beam
axis as
 
2
y   2
x
2
y + 2
x
: (9.7)
Equations 9.6 express the explicit -dependence of the HBT radii for a non-
owing
source; there is no implicit -dependence in any of the variables for a non-
owing source.
For a source with 
ow, the constants, e.g. y, may themselves depend on . In this case,
our equations will be violated; below, we quantify this violation and its eect on the
extraction of s and .
Experimentally, one measures the squared HBT radii and calculates the Fourier coe-
cients quantifying their azimuthal dependence, per [Hein02a, Reti04]
R2
s() = R2
s;0 + 2
P
n=2;4;6;:::R2
s;n cos(n) ;
R2
o() = R2
o;0 + 2
P
n=2;4;6;:::R2
o;n cos(n) ;
R2
os() = 2
P
n=2;4;6;:::R2
os;n sin(n) ;
R2
l () = R2
l;0 + 2
P
n=2;4;6;:::R2
l;n cos(n) ;
R2
ol() = 2
P
n=1;3;5;:::R2
ol;n cos ;
R2
sl() = 2
P
n=1;3;5;:::R2
sl;n sin :
(9.8)
Equivalently,
R2
;n(pT) =
(
hR2
(pT;p)cos(np)i ( = o;s;l;ol)
hR2
(pT;p)sin(np)i ( = os;sl)
: (9.9)
In our no-
ow Gaussian model, then, the source geometry and orientation are extracted
from the Fourier coecients. Identifying the tilt angle requires [Lisa00c, Hein02a] mea-
suring HBT relative to the rst-order reaction plane [Volo08]. Published results from
the STAR [Adam04] and CERES [Adam08] collaborations use only the 2nd-order plane9.2. Freeze-out distributions from a more realistic model 71
and so only report the source eccentricity about the beam axis. (Eorts to perform the
analysis relative to the rst-order plane are underway at RHIC [Agga10].) In this case
[Reti04] (see A.3.2)
 = 2 
~ R2
s;2
R2
s;0
: (9.10)
For the moment, we ignore the tildes above the n 6= 1 Fourier coecients here and below.
They represent a trivial nite-binning correction discussed later in section 9.3.
If the rst-order plane is identied, rst-order azimuthal oscillations in R2
sl and R2
ol are
measurable. In this case one obtains the tilt angle according to [Lisa00c] (see A.3.1)
s = 1
2 tan 1

 4 ~ R2
sl;1
R2
l;0 R2
s;0+2 ~ R2
s;2

: (9.11)
The transverse eccentricity in the \natural" frame tilted relative to the beam axis is
0 =
2 ~ R2
s;2
 
1 + cos2 s

+

R2
s;0   R2
l;0

sin2 s   2 ~ R2
sl;1 sin2s
R2
s;0 (1 + cos2 s) +

2 ~ R2
s;2 + R2
l;0

sin2 s + 2 ~ R2
sl;1 sin2s
: (9.12)
9.2. Freeze-out distributions from a more realistic model
Our simple model of the emission function given in equation 9.2 is unrealistic in at least
two ways. Firstly, while realistic emission functions are often roughly Gaussian, they
are never perfectly so; in this case, the two-pion correlation function is likewise non-
Gaussian. Extracting Gaussian HBT radii through ts with equation 9.1, then, could in
principle generate considerable mis-representation of the emission function.
The second over-simplication of the source discussed above is its lack of collective

ow, which generates correlations between a particle's emission position and its momen-
tum [Makh88]. For example, an explosively 
owing source will boost particles emitted
from its right side, towards the right. The freeze-out distribution of particles with a given
momentum vector is known as the region of homogeneity for that momentum vector. In
principle, the homogeneity regions for dierent azimuthal angles might be completely
disjoint and unrelated, obviously invalidating equations 9.6, 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12. In
practice, the homogeneity regions in blast-wave models [Reti04] or hydrodynamic sim-
ulations [Hein02b] are naturally related. For boost-invariant sources, equation 9.10 is
estimated to be good to  30% in these models [Reti04].
While blast-wave and boost-invariant hydro models do feature non-Gaussian sources and
collective 
ow, they are still simplistic. Firstly, any boost-invariant model by denition
has no tilt relative to the beam axis; thus they are unable to access physics associ-
ated with s. Secondly, they typically use the Cooper-Frye formula to model particle72 Chapter 9. Tilt in non-central collisions
Figure 9.2.: Pion emission points from UrQMD simulations of Au+Au collisions with
collision energy
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV (corresponding to a 6 AGeV beam inci-
dent on a xed target) and impact parameter b = 4 8 fm. Colored contours
(identical for the three panels) show the emission point density of all pions
with pT < 0:4 GeV/c. Black contours in the left, middle and right panels
indicate the density of emission points for pions with  =

 
8; 
8

,
3
8 ; 5
8

and
5
8 ; 7
8

, respectively.
freeze-out from a calculated or parameterized hypersurface; while momentum-space ob-
servables (e.g. v2) may be insensitive to this procedure, interferometry is known to be
quite sensitive to the freeze-out procedure.
Figure 9.3.: Freeze-out distribution of pions from
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV (6 AGeV beam
energy on xed target) Au+Au collisions with impact parameter b = 4 8 fm
in the reaction (x   z) plane, as calculated from UrQMD.
In UrQMD, the freeze-out space-time point is naturally dened as the last interaction
of a particle. The freeze-out distribution of pions from
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV Au+Au colli-
sions with impact parameter b = 4 8 fm in the reaction plane (x z plane) is shown in
gure 9.3. The source has an obvious tilt structure relative to the beam axis. We use the
parameterization of equation 9.2 to t the three-dimensional freeze-out distribution for9.3. HBT radii and anisotropy parameters 73
all pions with pT < 400 MeV/c and jyj < 0:6 { not only those at a given angle . From
this direct analysis of the freeze-out coordinates { obviously not possible in experiment{
we nd the parameters listed in the third column of table 9.1. It is clear from gure 9.3
that the x   z correlation in the freeze-out distribution has a structure that cannot be
captured in a single tilt number; indeed, the tilt is scale-dependent, growing as one fo-
cuses on the peak of the distribution. This \twist" feature, which has been observed in
simulations before [Lisa00c], might be physically interesting and experimentally accessi-
ble; we show a more detailed analysis of this eect in and section 11. For the purpose
of this chapter, we identify a range of tilts arising from tting equation 9.2 to the distri-
bution and varying the t range in coordinate space from 10 fm < x;y;z < 40 fm.
This leads to the range shown in the left column of table 9.1.
Dynamics naturally lead to a strong correlation between a particle's nal momentum
and the freeze-out position; homogeneity regions are naturally re
ected in the nal state.
Figure 9.2 shows homogeneity regions from UrQMD in the x y plane for particles emit-
ted at three azimuthal angles. The homogeneity region for particles emitted at a given
angle 1 clearly diers from that for particles emitted at 2 6= 1. Thus, in addition to
the explicit -dependence of the HBT radii seen in equations 9.6, there is an additional
implicit dependence [Volo96, Wied98, Heis99a, Heis99b]. HBT radii measured at a given
momentum vector (;pT;y) probe only the geometry of the homogeneity region for that
momentum vector. A priori, it is far from clear that equations 9.10, 9.11 and 9.12, which
attempt to relate HBT radius oscillations to the geometry of the \whole" source, will
prove good approximations.
In the next section, we test these relations { true for the simplest toy model of equa-
tion 9.2 { with UrQMD-generated freeze-out distributions.
9.3. HBT radii and anisotropy parameters from
UrQMD-generated correlation functions
We start by generating two-pion correlation functions, analogous to those measured
experimentally, from UrQMD events. We will then proceed to t these correlation
functions with the Gaussian anzatz of equation 9.1, as is done in experimental analysis.
Finally, we extract Fourier coecients characterizing the oscillations of the HBT radii
with angle; from these we extract the source anisotropy parameters that would be ob-
tained in an experiment.
To simulate experimental conditions, two-pion correlation functions were constructed
from the UrQMD events using the so-called weighting method. In this method, pairs
of identical pions are selected according to a Monte Carlo algorithm; the correlation
function in a given (qo;qs;ql) bin is equal to the pair-wise average of the squared two-
pion wavefunction. Considering only quantum symmetrization eects, the correlation74 Chapter 9. Tilt in non-central collisions
Figure 9.4: Pion correlation functions from
Au+Au collisions with collision energy p
sNN = 3:84 GeV (corresponding to a
6 AGeV beam incident on a xed target)
and impact parameter b = 4 8 fm, as calcu-
lated with the UrQMD model. Projections
in the qo   qs (left column), qo   ql (middle)
and qs   ql spaces are made, with the un-
plotted ~ q-component smaller than 4 MeV/c.
Correlation slices are shown for pion pairs
in 45-wide  bins centered at angles in-
dicated to the right of each row. Shaded
contours represent the calculated correla-
tion function. Black contours represent two-
dimensional slices of the three-dimensional
Gaussian t to the correlation functions for
each selection in .
function is computed (see A.2.3, here with additional -binning) as
C (qo;qs;ql;) = h1 + cos( qr)i; (9.13)
where q = p1   p2 is the relative momentum and r is the space-time separation of the
particles at freeze-out.
As explicitly denoted in equation 9.13, the correlation functions were generated for 8
45-wide bins in pair angle   6 (~ KT;~ b), where ~ KT  (~ pT;1 + ~ pT;2)=2 is the average
transverse momentum vector of the pair. Hence, for  
8 <  < 
8 (5
8 <  < 7
8 ), pions
from sub-region indicated by the black contours in the left (right) panel of gure 9.2 are
used to construct the correlation function.
For each bin in , two-dimensional slices of the three-dimensional correlation function
in qo  qs, qs  ql and ql  qo are plotted in gure 9.4; in each case the unplotted relative
momentum component qi < 4 MeV/c. For a representative  bin, one-dimensional slices9.3. HBT radii and anisotropy parameters 75
Figure 9.5.: One-dimensional slices in the three components of relative momentum, for
pions emitted at jj < 22:5 in Pb+Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV
and b = 4   8 fm. Curves represent one-dimensional slices of the three-
dimensional Gaussian t to the correlation function.
of the correlation function in the out, side, and long directions are shown in gure 9.5.
Most femtoscopic correlation analyses focus on the one-dimensional projections, since
the correlation in three-dimensional space factorizes; that is, there is no covariance be-
tween components qi and qj6=i in the correlation function. This is not the case when
the analysis is performed dierentially in  [Volo96, Wied98, Heis99a, Heis99b, Lisa00c,
Lisa00a, Hein02a], as is clear from the tilted structures in ~ q-space seen in gure 9.4.
These tilts in the individual correlation functions in ~ q-space for a given angular selection
in ~ K are not to be confused with the overall spatial tilt of the source sketched in gure 9.1.
As in an experimental analysis, the correlation functions are tted with the Gaussian
functional form of equation 9.1. Two- and one-dimensional slices of these ts are super-
imposed on the correlation functions in gures 9.4 and 9.5. The six resulting HBT radii
are plotted as a function of  on gure 9.6. As in a standard azimuthally-integrated
analysis, the \diagonal" radii R2
j; j = o;s;l are driven by the width of the correlation
function in the direction j. The \cross-term" radii R2
i;j6=i quantify the correlations be-
tween ~ q components { the tilts of the correlation function; e.g. the -dependence of the
tilt of the correlation function in the qs   ql space seen in the right column of gure 9.4
leads directly to the rst-order oscillation of R2
sl seen in gure 9.6. Figure 9.7 shows the
radii for
p
sNN = 7:7 GeV collisions.76 Chapter 9. Tilt in non-central collisions
Figure 9.6.: The six HBT radii extracted from Gaussian ts (equation 9.1) to the
correlation functions for eight selections on  in Pb+Pb collisions at p
sNN = 3:84 GeV and b = 4   8 fm. Curves represent a Fourier decompo-
sition (equation 9.8), including terms up to second-order, where the Fourier
components are determined according to equation 9.9. See text for details.
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Figure 9.7.: Same as gure 9.6, but for collisions at
p
sNN = 7:7 GeV.9.3. HBT radii and anisotropy parameters 77
The curves on gures 9.6 and 9.7 represent equations 9.8 using Fourier coecients R2
;n
calculated according to 9.9.
Before we apply equations 9.10-9.12, we note that the argumentation of section 9.1
implicitly assumed that the R2
 () were measured as a continuous function. In reality,
in our analysis as in experiment, the correlation function is measured for  within bins
of width . The amplitude of the nth-order oscillation of a binned function is reduced
from that of the underlying function. To correct for this nite-binning artifact, we
calculate the underlying (\true") Fourier coecients ~ R2
;n from the ones extracted from
the binned radii by
~ R2
;n =
n=2
sin(n=2)
R2
;n : (9.14)
For our 45-wide bins, ~ R2
;1 = 1:026R2
;1 and ~ R2
;2 = 1:111R2
;2. These binning-corrected
Fourier coecients are used in equations 9.10-9.12. 1
As in most experimental analyses, the correlation functions from UrQMD simulations
are not purely Gaussian, since the source itself is not Gaussian in coordinate space,
due to space-momentum correlations (
ow), resonance contributions, etc. Of special
interest for the present study is the additional fact that the source is not characterized
by a tilt angle independent of spatial scale { the \twist" discussed in section 9.2 and
more extensively in chapter 11. Following a standard experimental approach [Adam05b],
we perform a t-range study, in which we vary the range in qo, qs, ql, over which we
perform the t with equation 9.1. In particular, we t the correlation functions in the
range  qmax < qo;qs;ql < qmax for qmax = 60   150 MeV/c. The resulting anisotropy
parameters for
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV collisions, calculated according to equations 9.10-9.12,
are shown in gure 9.8. The dependence of S on qmax is readily understood. Large
values of q probe smaller values of coordinate space; thus, as qmax is increased, the
t is increasingly sensitive to the large tilt structure seen at small scales in gure 9.3.
Figure 9.8, then, is itself a measure of the \twist" structure in coordinate space, though
there may be more sophisticated ones. For our purposes, however, we take the variation
of the anisotropy parameters plotted in gure 9.8 to dene a range of values one might
expect from an experimental study. Since a typical experimental analysis would t at
least out to 100 MeV/c (in order to include all of the peak signal), the value ranges
listed in the fourth column of table 9.1 correspond to 100 MeV=c < qmax < 150 MeV=c.
1In principle, one could correct the correlation functions themselves for the nite -binning, and then
extract HBT radii from them, as described in [Hein02a]. However, especially if the reaction-plane
estimation resolution [Volo08] is good (in our model analysis, it is perfect), it makes no signi-
cant dierence whether the correlation functions or the radii themselves are corrected for binning
eects [Well02].78 Chapter 9. Tilt in non-central collisions
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Figure 9.8.: Source anisotropy parameters extracted from two-pion correlation functions
for UrQMD-generated Au+Au collisions at
p
sNN = 3:84 GeV at b = 4  
8 fm are plotted as a function of the range in relative momentum over which
the correlation functions are tted. Respectively, top, middle and bottom
panels show the source tilt angle S, eccentricity about the beam axis  and
eccentricity about the tilted axis 0. See text for details.
The agreement with the parameters extracted via direct analysis of the UrQMD freeze-
out coordinates is fair, and we discuss this further in the next section. The fth column
in table 9.1 lists the anisotropy parameters based on HBT radii measured by the E895
collaboration in a xed-target experiment at Ebeam = 6 AGeV [Lisa00a]. The UrQMD
calculation reproduces the tilt angle very well, the eccentricities somewhat less well,
though experimental uncertainties are large. UrQMD calculations in the bottom row
of the table represent a prediction for collisions at
p
sNN = 7:7 GeV, which will be
measured at FAIR and RHIC.9.4. Discussion 79
p
sNN
Direct t to UrQMD: HBT Expt.: HBT
coordinate space oscillations oscillations
3.84 GeV  0:13   0:17 0:095   0:096 0:30  0:15
(6 AGeV) s 34   41 27:4   27:9 26  7
0 0:21   0:26 0:200   0:206 0:38  0:19
7.7 GeV  0:11   0:14 0:090   0:091 -
(30 AGeV) s 14   21 11:7   11:9 -
0 0:12   0:16 0:109 -
Table 9.1.: Source anisotropy parameters, for Au+Au collisions at two collision energies,
with b = 4   8 fm for pions with pT < 0:6 GeV/c, and jyj < 0:6. Impact
parameter and momentum cuts were selected to match published data from
the E895 collaboration [Lisa00a]. Third column: estimates from a Gaussian
t (equation 9.2) to the freeze-out distribution from UrQMD events. Fourth
column: estimates using equations 9.10-9.12 on the azimuthal oscillations of
HBT radii from UrQMD events. Fifth column: same as column four, but
using experimental data from E895. Experimental data at 7.7 GeV will be
analyzed at FAIR and RHIC.
9.4. Discussion
Previous studies [Reti04] of boost-invariant hydrodynamic and blast-wave models found
that the eccentricity values estimated from two-particle radii were within 30% of the
\true" values; this has been used as a systematic error for the eccentricity in experi-
mental studies [Adam04]. Our results using UrQMD are consistent with this 30% value.
The present study is the rst estimate of the corresponding uncertainty in the tilt, S;
the agreement is somewhat worse, on the order of 35%. Given the complications of
dynamically-induced homogeneity regions, a time-evolving emission distribution, non-
Gaussianness and \twist" eects, one might easily have expected much worse agreement.
However approximate, quantifying the connection between the radius oscillations and the
underlying geometry can be useful. Ideally, the correct model of a heavy-ion collision will
reproduce all experimental observations; here, this means the HBT radii and their depen-
dence on azimuthal angle. However, when observations are reproduced and others not,
connections to the underlying scenario are important. For example, if a model reproduces
Rlong and Rside but over-estimates Rout [So01, So03, Hein02c], attention immediately
turns to emission duration, which may be associated with the nature of the transition
between conned and deconned states, latent heat, etc. [Bert89, Prat86, Risc96].
For the azimuthal dependence of HBT radii, the tilt angle and eccentricities probe dif-
ferent aspects of the dynamics. At AGS energies ( 3:5 GeV), S re
ects the dynamics
behind directed 
ow [Lisa00c] in the earliest stage of the collision and shows strong de-
pendence of the equation of state used in transport calculations [Lisa00a]. Meanwhile,80 Chapter 9. Tilt in non-central collisions
the eccentricities represent the geometric and temporal [Lisa04] aspects of elliptic 
ow.
It is hoped that the connections we have discussed here between experimental observa-
tions and the underlying source anisotropy will help future comparative studies focus on
the physics most relevant to each observable.10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting
systems
This chapter is based on [Lisa11]. We compare anisotropic shape measurements in heavy-
ion collisions with similar studies in two other strongly-interacting systems at very dif-
ferent spatial and thermal scales. We discuss the physics associated with anisotropic
shapes in these collisions and how these shapes are measured. Several theoretical trans-
port calculations are used to show the sensitivity of the nal shape of the source on the
underlying physics, and are compared with existing measurements. Particularly inter-
esting is an \anomalous" shape measurement from the CERES collaboration at about p
sNN  20 GeV, an energy region where several threshold-like behaviours have been
reported [Gazd11]. However, the conclusive power of this measurement is minimal, since
it is in disagreement with newer data from the RHIC-BES.
10.1. Anisotropic shapes as a probe of three strongly-coupled
systems
There is increasing recognition of connections between the physics of ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions and other quite dierent elds. In this section, we brie
y discuss
three systems of vastly dierent scales and decidedly distinct physical constituents; these
are listed in table 10.1. Despite their dierences, they share a striking resemblance. In
all cases, a strongly-interacting system is initially prepared in a spatially anisotropic
state and then allowed to evolve. The shape at a later time reveals important physics
driving the dynamics of the matter.
10.1.1. Anisotropic shape evolution in a cold atomic gas
The rst connection to the bulk evolution in heavy-ion collisions and that of cold atomic
systems was pointed out several years ago [Kolb03, Shur04]. In particular, in measure-
ments by O'Hara et al. [OHar02], a degenerate Fermi gas of ultra-cold 6Li atoms is held
in a spatially-anisotropic magnetic trap. The trap is removed, and the shape of the
system is measured at a later time; gure 10.1 shows the state of the system at dierent
times after the trap is released. (The measurement of the system shape actually destroys
the cold gas, so the panels of gure 10.1 are in reality dierent gas samples released from
identical traps.)
For the system depicted in gure 10.1, a pumping laser has been used to maximize the
inter-atom interaction cross-section. Thus, like the ultra-hot partonic system created
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system T (K) length (m) time (s)
cold atoms 10 6 10 4 10 3
electrical plasmas in crystals 105 10 7 10 12
heavy-ion collisions 1012 10 15 10 24
Table 10.1.: Characteristic scales for three strongly-coupled systems. Despite their
widely dierent scales and matter characteristics, their evolution and the
methods used to study them are strikingly similar. They are prepared in an
anisotropic state, expand hydrodynamically, and their nal shape is studied
to determine their underlying physical properties.
at RHIC, the ultra-cold degenerate gas is a strongly-coupled quantum 
uid, starting
from an elongated ellipsoidal conguration and allowed to expand into the surrounding
vacuum. As with the QGP at RHIC, the higher pressure gradients along the short di-
rection of the initial shape (horizontal in the gure) lead to a stronger expansion in that
direction; with the passage of time, the system becomes more round and after some time
( 600 s in the gure) even reverses the sense of its elongation.
The similarity between these measurements and those of \elliptic 
ow" in heavy-ion col-
lisions [Volo08] has been noted by others [Kolb03, Shur04]. However, measurements of
elliptic 
ow are restricted to anisotropies in momentum space; a more direct connection
is made in space-time. Eleven orders of magnitude smaller and 21 orders faster, the
heavy-ion analog is shown in the hydrodynamical calculations of gure 10.1 [Kolb03].
Here, the initial anisotropy of the system is generated by the nite impact parameter
of the collision. As with the cold atomic gas, the system rapidly expands preferentially
along its shorter axis.
In both systems, the strength of the expansion is driven by pressure gradients which are,
in turn, determined by the energy density through the equation of state and thermody-
namic state of the system. The inversion of the aspect ratio in the cold gas system, seen
about 700 s after its release, signals a strongly interacting phase, semi-quantitatively
understood as a super
uid state [OHar02, Meno02]. For the heavy-ion case, the calcula-
tions on the left and right in gure 10.1 begin with identical initial energy distributions;
only the EoS is dierent. If the EoS of a massless gas is assumed (right column), the
pressure is large and the expansion rapid. For an EoS featuring a rst-order phase tran-
sition, the pressure gradients are initially large (in the QGP phase), then very small
(as the system passes through the mixed phase) and nally of moderate strength (in
the conned phase). Since dierent regions of the system pass through these phases at
dierent times, the 
ow pattern is complex. What is clear is that the freeze-out shape
in coordinate space is very sensitive both to the EoS of the hot matter of interest, and
to the timescale over which its evolution takes place. It is this shape that is extracted
by azimuthally-dependent femtoscopic measurements discussed in this chapter.10.1. Anisotropic shapes as a probe of three strongly-coupled systems 83
Figure 10.1.: Time evolution of the spatial anisotropy in two strongly-coupled systems.
Left: A degenerate Fermi gas of ultra-cold Li atoms released from an
anisotropic trap. From [OHar02]. Right: Hydrodynamical calculation of
the evolution of a Au+Au collision at
p
sNN = 130 GeV. Evolution on the
right corresponds to an equation of state (EoS) for an ideal massless gas.
On the left, the EoS includes a rst-order transition between hadronic and
QGP phases. From [Kolb03].84 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
Figure 10.2.: Anisotropic nal state of the evolution of dynamic plasmas. Left: Scan-
ning electron microscope images of the aftermath of a micro-explosion in
sapphire produced by a 150-fs, 100-nJ laser pulse [Juod06]. Right: Simpli-
ed parameterization of the freeze-out distribution in a heavy-ion collision,
as an ellipsoid tilted with respect to the beam axis. Inset: Projection of
the distribution in the transverse plane.
10.1.2. Anisotropic shape evolution in an electrically-deconned plasma
Recently, there has been much activity in the study of dynamic condensed matter sys-
tems under extreme conditions. This work bears even greater similarity to our study of
spatial anisotropies in heavy-ion collisions.
The study of condensed matter systems under extreme pressure has a long history; re-
cently, using diamond anvils, pressures of up to 0.1 TPa (106 atm) can be achieved
under static conditions in the laboratory, resulting in a surprising diversity of new
materials [McMi02]. Exploring even more extreme conditions { 10 TPa or larger {
requires explosive generation of a transient system such as are done at the National
Ignition Facility [Lind04] or in table-top experiments in which sub-ps laser pulses gener-
ate \micro-explosions" under the surface of Sapphire crystals [Juod06] crystals or fused
silica [Merm09].
The study of these micro-explosions parallels strikingly the study of femtoexplosions in
heavy-ion collisions. In the initial state, the matter is in the charge-conned (atomic)
state. Upon rapid deposition of extreme energy density (1017 J=m3), a charge-deconned
plasma is generated within a few fs, at temperatures of 105 106 K. The plasma expands
rapidly ( ps), cooling as it does so, and returns to charge-conned degrees of freedom.
Plasma hydrodynamics and two-component \blast-wave" pictures [Hall07] are used to
describe and understand the source evolution [Juod06].
With huge changes in physical scales and \color charge" replacing \electric charge," the
above describes the situation with RHIC collisions rather well, down to the blast-wave
parameterizations [Reti04]. In both cases, too, the nal-state anisotropy carries impor-10.1. Anisotropic shapes as a probe of three strongly-coupled systems 85
tant physical information. The anisotropic nal-state geometry of a micro-explosion is
measured directly by a scanning electron microscope; c.f. gure 10.2. In a heavy-ion
experiment, it is the nal-state momenta that are directly measured, and azimuthally-
sensitive two-particle intensity interferometry must be used to measure the coordinate-
space geometry.
Since the rst proof-of-principle micro-explosion experiments, there has been consider-
able activity to extract the equation of state of the matter { the plasma state, phase
transitions, etc. The approach taken is essentially identical to the one proposed at RHIC:
to measure the nal-state anisotropy as the initial energy of the system is varied, and
compare the results to transport calculations with dierent EoS.
10.1.3. Anisotropic shape evolution in hot QCD matter
The case on which we shall focus henceforth is the anisotropic evolution of the hot matter
generated in the overlap zone of two colliding heavy nuclei; this is indicated in the right
panels of gure 10.1. Here, we introduce the anisotropies of interest and the physics driv-
ing their evolution. The situation with heavy-ion collisions bears more resemblance to
that of the micro-explosions of section 10.1.2 than to the cold atoms discussed in 10.1.1,
since the experimenter cannot freely choose the time to measure the system anisotropy.
When particles decouple from the medium created in a heavy-ion collision, they are said
to \freeze-out." Only the nal state of the system { after it has expanded and frozen
out { is available for examination; its temporal evolution must be modeled.
The anisotropy of the hot zone in a heavy-ion collision has two sources. Firstly, the beam
direction (^ z) is clearly special; both in momentum- and coordinate-space, the hot source
is extended in ^ z. Collisions at nite impact parameter break the remaining symmetry
in the azimuthal variable around the beam direction. The so-called reaction plane is the
plane spanned by the impact parameter (oriented in the ^ x-direction in this work) and
the beam direction. Figure 10.2 shows a plausible if simplistic sketch of the hot matter
produced in a non-central heavy-ion collision, containing the minimal set of possible
anisotropies{ dierent length scales in each direction, and a tilt of the source away from
the beam axis.
Of particular interest is the transverse eccentricity of the source, mentioned already in
section 10.1.1. This eccentricity may be quantied by  
 
2
y   2
x

=
 
2
y + 2
x

, where
x;y are characteristic scales of the system in and out of the reaction plane, respectively,
and will be discussed in more detail shortly. As discussed there, and seen in gure 10.1,
the nal state eccentricity is determined by both the anisotropic pressure gradient and
the system lifetime; increasing either or both of these results in a lower (possibly nega-
tive) .
The other major feature of the freeze-out distribution is the tilt of its major axis, relative
to the beam direction. Such tilts are ubiquitously produced in three-dimensional sim-86 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
ulations of heavy-ion collisions. At low energies (
p
sNN  4 GeV), s  30 [Lisa00a];
its sign discriminated between competing explanations of momentum-space anisotropies
for charged pions [Lisa00c].
Generic expectations for the collision energy dependence of freeze-out shapes seem
straightforward. The eccentricity, , is aected by pressure and timescale. One ex-
pects both the lifetime and the energy density of the system to increase with increasing p
sNN. Thus { if the relationship between pressure and energy density (the EoS) re-
mains xed { it is natural to expect  to decrease monotonically with
p
sNN. The tilt is a
manifestly non-boost-invariant aspect of the QGP created in the collision. Directed 
ow
measurements at all energies conrm that the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions are never,
strictly speaking, boost invariant. Even the hope that the system is \essentially" boost-
invariant at midrapidity may be easily shattered if a nite tilt angle is measured there.
Nevertheless, due to the increased elongation of dynamics along the beam direction, it
is natural to expect a monotonic decrease of s with
p
sNN as well.
10.2. Measuring source anisotropy in heavy-ion collisions
In the two parallel cases discussed in section 10.1, the nal spatial source anisotropy is
measured directly. Of course, the spatial and temporal scales involved in a heavy-ion
collision render such measurements impossible. Instead, spatial sizes and shapes are
extracted via two-particle femtoscopy [Lisa05]. This technique exploits the connection
between the measured two-particle relative momentum correlation function C(~ q) and
the spatial separation distribution S(~ r) as described in chapter 3.
In an azimuthally sensitive femtoscopic study, HBT radii are measured as a function of
the pair angle p  6

~ KT;~ b

where ~ KT  1
2(~ pT;1 + ~ pT;2). Since the \out" and \side"
directions are rotated relative to the x and y directions by p, even in the simplest
case of gure 10.2 one expects oscillations in the R2
i;j (p). Indeed, such oscillations in
non-central collisions have been clearly observed; gure 10.3 shows HBT radii measured
at the lowest (
p
sNN = 2:2 GeV) [Lisa00a] and highest (
p
sNN = 200 GeV) [Adam04]
energy collisions explored by these analyses. Suppression of oscillations due to the nite
reaction-plane resolution may be corrected for [Hein02a]. Similar to the analysis of
momentum 
ow, Fourier moments of the oscillating radii are extracted.
R2
;n =
(
hR2
(p)cos(np)i( = o;s;l;ol)
hR2
(p)sin(np)i( = os;sl)
: (10.1)
Once the Fourier moments of the radii are known, the eccentricity  and the tilt angle
s can be determined from equations 3.10 and 3.12.10.2. Measuring source anisotropy in heavy-ion collisions 87
Figure 10.3.: Oscillating HBT radii at the lowest and highest measured energies.
Left:
p
sNN = 2:35 GeV Au+Au collisions with impact parameter
b  5 fm. [Lisa00a] Right:
p
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions of varying
centrality. From [Adam04].
Additionally,
0 
2
y   2
x0
2
y + 2
x0
=
2R2
s;2
 
1 + cos2 s

+

R2
s;0   R2
l;0

sin2 s   2R2
sl;1 sin2s
R2
s;0 (1 + cos2 s) +

2R2
s;2 + R2
l;0

sin2 s + 2R2
sl;1 sin2s
; (10.2)
allows to determine the transverse eccentricity in the \natural" frame [Moun11] tilted
relative to the beam axis to the major axes of the ellipse depicted in gure 10.2.
As suggested in the inset to gure 10.2, x0 < x for a simple tilted elongated ellip-
soid. Hence, if the nal-state emitting source retains its initial out-of-plane extension
(y > x0), as indicated by measurements so far, the eccentricity measured about the
beam axis will be smaller than that measured about the tilted axis:  < 0.
At low energies, the direction of the impact parameter ~ b can be estimated easily, thanks
to a relatively strong rst-order anisotropy in momentum-space { the so called \di-
rected 
ow;" in this case, p has a meaningful range [0;2]. At RHIC energies, on the
other hand, the rst-order momentum-space anisotropy is weak, while the second-order
momentum-space anisotropy (\elliptic 
ow") is much easier to measure. Thus, at the
higher energies, only the plane that contains ~ b is dened, but not the direction of ~ b
itself; this corresponds, in gure 10.2, to identifying the yellow reaction plane, but not
distinguishing ^ x. In this case, p is measured only modulo  and rst-order oscillations88 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
like R2
sl;1 cannot be measured. Spatial information on the source tilt s and eccentricity
in the source's natural coordinate system 0 are inaccessible in such analyses. Similarly,
two-dimensional transport calculations such as 2+1-dimensional boost-invariant hydro-
dynamics [Kolb03] are implicitly blind to any tilt structure.
Strong position-momentum correlations, due to collective 
ow or other sources, imply
that pion pairs measured at a given p do not sample the entire pion-emitting zone,
but only a selected \homogeneity region" [Akke95]. In principle, the correspondence
between the homogeneity regions and the \whole" source can be almost arbitrary, so that
extracting the shape of the latter through measurement of the former is necessarily model
dependent. However, studies with reasonable blast-wave parameterizations [Reti04] and
realistic transport calculations [Moun11] { both of which feature strong 
ow and non-
trivial correspondence between homogeneity regions and the entire source { indicate that
equations 3.10, 3.12 and 10.2 are good to a model-dependent systematic uncertainty of
 30%.
10.3. Compilation of experimental results
Until mid of 2011 only three experiments, listed in table 10.2, had published azimuthally-
sensitive pion HBT radii. With the progress of the RHIC Beam Energy Scan there are
additional data points published [Anso11, Schm12] by the STAR collaboration. All ex-
periments estimated the impact parameter of the collision based on charged particle
multiplicity. Since system anisotropy clearly depends on the impact parameter, it is
important to compare collisions with similar centrality. In order to best compare results
from the 7:4   29:7% centrality cut of E895 (corresponding to b = 4   8 fm), several
centrality cuts were combined, for the higher energy measurements.
It is worthwhile to describe in detail how centrality bins were merged, since the com-
parison between shapes from dierent collision energies is important for our message.
The most relevant centrality bins reported by the STAR Collaboration are for 5   10%,
Experiment
p
sNN (GeV) centrality (%) rapidity
AGS/E895 [Lisa00a] 2.35, 3.04, 3.61 (7.4-29.7) jyj < 0:6
SPS/CERES [Adam08] 17.3
(7.5-10)(10-15)(15-25)
 1 < y <  0:5
and (10-15)(15-25)
RHIC/STAR [Adam04]
7.7, 11.5, 19.6 (5-10)(10-20)(20-30) jyj < 0:5
27, 62.4 and (10-20)(20-30)
Table 10.2.: Measurements of the anisotropic shapes from heavy-ion collisions. The third
column indicates which centrality bins were averaged, to obtain the shape
parameters of gures 10.4 and 10.5. See text for details.10.3. Compilation of experimental results 89
Figure 10.4.: Source tilt relative to the beam direction vs. energy for mid-central heavy-
ion collisions. See sections 10.3 and 10.4 for a discussion of the experimental
data and model calculations, respectively.
10 20% and 20 30% of total cross-section. We combine data from these three bins as
STAR
(5 10)(10 20)(20 30) 
1  STAR
(5 10) + 2  STAR
(10 20) + 2  STAR
(20 30)
1 + 2 + 2
: (10.3)
Here, the weighting factors (1,2,2) account for the fact that the 5 10% bin contains half
the number of events as either of the other two bins listed. This selection includes more
central events{ in particular, events in the 5   7:4% centrality range{ than are included
in the E895 cuts. Therefore, the value STAR
(5 10)(10 20)(20 30) = 0:081  0:006 should be
considered a lower bound on the shape compared with E895. An upper bound may be ob-
tained by combining only the two more peripheral bins: STAR
(10 20)(20 30) = 0:0940:007.
The relevant centrality ranges reported by CERES are 7:5   10%, 10   15% and 15  
25% of the total cross-section. A fair range to use in our comparison is between
CERES
(7:5 10)(10 15)(15 25) = 0:035  0:018 and CERES
(10 15)(15 25) = 0:043  0:020.
All measurements focused on low-momentum pions (pT  0:25 GeV/c), for which the
formulae 3.10, 3.12 and 10.2 work best [Reti04]. STAR and E895 measurements center
on midrapidity, where participant contributions should be maximal, while the CERES
measurement is somewhat backwards in the center of mass frame. Since HBT measure-
ments typically vary slowly with rapidity, this dierence is unlikely to aect CERES'
shape estimation, but a measurement at midrapidity would provide a better comparison
with the other experiments.
E895 measured HBT radii relative to the rst-order event plane (i.e., the direction of
the impact parameter); results for
p
sNN = 2:35 GeV are shown on the left panel of
gure 10.3. The spatial tilt is shown in gure 10.4. The tilt is strikingly large at these90 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
Figure 10.5.: Source eccentricity vs. energy for mid-central heavy-ion collisions. See sec-
tions 10.3 and 10.4 for a discussion of the experimental data and model
calculations, respectively. Plot taken from [Schm12].
low energies and drops with energy, consistent with the expectation [Bjor83] that col-
lisions become increasingly boost-invariant (at least near midrapidity) with increasing
energy. It will be important to extend tilt measurements to higher energies, since a
nite s is manifestly \boost-variant," even at y = 0. If s is more than a few degrees,
boost-invariant models may not be valid and would at least require double-checking with
true three-dimensional calculations.
Figure 10.5 shows the measurements from the experiments listed in table 10.2. Filled
symbols indicate , the eccentricity relative to the beam axis (c.f. equation 3.10), while
open symbols indicate the eccentricity in the natural frame of the source (equation 10.2),
measured only by E895. For the CERES and STAR data points, the average of the upper
and lower bounds discussed above are plotted, with the dierence between the bounds
and the statistical error bars added, to be conservative. Even though the CERES point is
in con
ict with RHIC data, the non-monotonic behaviour of 
 p
sNN

is still intriguing.
As discussed in Section 10.1.3, rather general considerations lead to the expectation of
a monotonic decrease of  with energy. The unexpected dip in gure 10.5 occurs in the
energy region in which phase transition \threshold" eects have been reported [Gazd11]
and around which some speculate that heavy-ion collisions sample the non-trivial fea-
tures sketched in gure 1.1; c.f [Agga10].
To contribute our own speculation, we note that such non-monotonic behaviour could
arise from one of two eects, both related to a rst-order phase transition. Firstly, an10.4. Transport model calculations 91
extended lifetime due to the transition would allow the system to evolve further towards
a round shape (c.f. gure 10.1), causing a dip just around the threshold energy. Using
this simplistic scenario to explain the data, the CERES data point at
p
sNN  17 GeV
lies near the threshold energy. Alternatively, we may x the lifetime and consider eects
of the stiness of the EoS, quantied by the speed of sound in the medium, c2
s = @P
@e ,
where P and e are the pressure and energy density, respectively. At low energies, the
system is in the hadronic phase, and c2
s  1
6; as
p
sNN increases, pressure gradients
increase in proportion to the energy deposited in the system; here,  would fall with p
sNN. Near the threshold energy, the system may spend much of its time in the mixed
phase, for which c2
s = 0; here, the system shape would evolve little from its initial, large
value. As the energy increased still further, the system spends most of its time in the
deconned plasma phase, for which c2
s  1=3, and 
 p
sNN

again falls monotonically.
Considering the newer data from the RHIC-BES [Anso11, Schm12] puts doubt on the
interpretation of the eccentricity behaviour as a phase transition. There are additional
data points for
p
sNN = 7:7;11:5;19:6;27 & 62:4 GeV. All data points follow the cas-
cade UrQMD prediction almost embarrassingly well except the
p
sNN = 7:7 GeV point,
which is about 30% above the UrQMD line. This means that the CERES data point at p
sNN  17 GeV is in disagreement with the STAR data point at
p
sNN = 19:6 GeV.
This is a serious threat to the interpretation of the eccentricity behaviour at this energy
as a sign for a phase transition, since the exciting non-monotonic behaviour vanishes
when ignoring the CERES point.
10.4. Transport model calculations
10.4.1. Two-dimensional boost-invariant hydrodynamics
Here, we use one of the most successful models { AZHYDRO [Kolb00], a (2+1)-dimen-
sional ideal hydrodynamic model. This model uses a common simplifying assumption
[Shur80, Bjor83] that the initial conditions and subsequent dynamics are boost-invariant;
all interesting physics takes place in the transverse plane. For our purposes, this means
that the model assumes a non-tilted source (s = 0), and only  is calculable.
It is by now rather clear that boost-invariant ideal hydrodynamic calculations are in-
valid at energies below about
p
sNN  20 GeV [Kolb03] as (i) the densities achieved
are inconsistent with a zero-mean-free-path approximation, and (ii) the system is not
boost-invariant. Nevertheless, we will perform calculations over a wide range of energies,
including very low ones, to map the excitation function and explore the EoS dependence
of the shape parameters.
In order to extend the model into both the LHC high energy regime as well as low energy
heavy-ion collisions, the initialization routine must be tuned to the appropriate collision
energies. The initial temperature distribution was parameterized through the initial92 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
transverse entropy prole geometrically using an optical Glauber calculation discussed
in [Kolb03].
Within the optical Glauber model calculation, the density of wounded nucleons (Nw)
and binary nucleon-nucleon collisions (Nbin) are estimated in the transverse plane. The
total entropy density is then a superposition of the \soft" wounded nucleon density and
the \hard" binary collision density, appropriately scaled [Kolb01, Khar01] to match both
the charged hadron multiplicity and centrality dependence observed in experiments (25%
hard contribution). The multiplicity is simply the momentum integrated particle distri-
bution at a given rapidity y (typically at midrapidity, y = 0) [Kolb03, Kolb01]. Further-
more, for consistency, as the initial entropy density (and consequently the initial temper-
ature) changes for each collision, the thermalization time 0 is correspondingly changed in
order to keep the \uncertainty relationship" (0T0  1) constant [Kolb03, Frod07]. The
multiplicity is then matched to the expected charged multiplicity of each collision energy.
For the transition of 
uid cells to particles, we use a constant energy density e = 0:075
GeV/fm3 which corresponds to a isotherm which varies depending on the equation of
state used to describe the matter. For all equations of state used in these simulations,
the freeze-out temperature is Tf  130 MeV.
In order to study a range of possible phases of matter, three distinct equations of state
were used in the hydrodynamic simulations. These are discussed in [Kolb00] and repre-
sent a purely hadronic state of matter (EOS H), a pure quark/gluon gas (EOS I), and
a Maxwellian-constructed EOS Q which contains a rst-order phase transition between
EOS I and EOS H. In [Kolb00], EOS Q was used exclusively to describe the matter
created at
p
sNN = 130 GeV.
HBT radii were extracted by tting projections of two-pion correlation functions, calcu-
lated according to the method of [Frod06]. These radii were then used in equation 3.10
to extract the nal-state eccentricities shown in gure 10.5. For each EoS used, the
eccentricity monotonically decreases as a function of energy, an eect both of increased
system lifetime and pressure as
p
sNN increases, as discussed in section 10.1.3.
There is considerable sensitivity to the EoS used in the calculation. Using the initial-
ization procedure discussed above, use of the sti equation of state, EoS-I with c2
s = 1
3,
results in a much more out-of-plane shape { i.e. one that has not evolved much from the
initial overlap shape. The shape evolves considerably more when using the softer EoS-H
(c2
s = 1
6). Since for a given energy density pressure gradients are proportional to cs, these
results suggest that eects of system lifetime dominate over those of pressure, in these
calculations. This conclusion is consistent with the results when using EoS-Q. These
shapes track closely with those of EoS-H for low
p
sNN where the system is dominated
by the hadronic phase. At around
p
sNN, the threshold eect of the \soft" mixed phase
(c2
s = 0) become apparent, increasing the system lifetime and further decreasing .10.4. Transport model calculations 93
It is clear from gure 10.5 that the phase transition is needed to explain the single RHIC
data point{ at least in this model. Extension of the shape excitation function to higher
(LHC) energies will be important to further constrain the EoS. The validity of (2+1)-
dimensional models breaks down at these energies, limiting their utility in constraining
the EoS with low-energy data.
10.4.2. Microscopic Boltzmann transport
UrQMD is particularly attractive for this study since it is applicable over a broad range
of energies.
In addition, we also use an earlier incarnation of this model, Relativistic Quantum Molec-
ular Dynamics (RQMD) [Sorg95] which was widely used over the more limited energy
range of the AGS and SPS {
p
sNN  3 20 GeV. It is satisfying to see good consistency
between the older and newer versions of the model, in terms of predicted shapes.
For the UrQMD calculations, , 0 and s were extracted by directly tting the freeze-out
distribution with the functional form of equation 3.11. For the older RQMD calculations,
the model output was processed through equation 3.2 to generate correlation functions,
which were tted with equation 3.5 to extract HBT radii. These radii were then used
to calculate shape parameters according to equations 3.10, 3.12 and 10.2. For these
models, the shape parameters extracted using these two methods should be consistent
to  30% [Moun11]. The simulations reproduce the very large tilt angles measured at
low
p
sNN and predict a sharp fall-o with energy. The RQMD model features the
possibility to include the eects of a medium-induced mean eld on the trajectories of
the hadrons during the collision; s is signicantly sensitive to this mean-eld eect. In
particular, the spatial tilt measurements are best described when eects of the mean
eld are ignored (\cascade mode"). This is interesting in light of the fact that repro-
ducing the momentum-space tilt (\directed 
ow" or v1 [Volo08]) demands inclusion of
mean-eld eects [Liu00]. While measurement of spatial shapes already constrain the
EoS of hot nuclear matter, combining both coordinate- and momentum-space shapes
place even stricter constraints on the dynamics.
The nal-state eccentricity, plotted in gure 10.5, reproduces the large  (and 0) values
measured at the AGS, with little dependence on the nuclear mean eld. At SPS energies
(
p
sNN  17 GeV), tilt angles on the order of 10 are predicted by UrQMD. This is just
about the point at which the eect of the tilt on the measured eccentricity (c.f. inset
of gure 10.2) vanishes; i.e.   0 for
p
sNN > 17 GeV in this model. The monotonic
decrease predicted by the model is not nearly strong enough to reproduce the CERES
measurement, but falls rather smoothly to closely approach the shape measured at top
RHIC energy. The model predicts closely the more recent RHIC-BES measurements
[Anso11, Schm12]. At still higher energies (e.g. LHC), the model predicts a continued
out-of-plane nal eccentricity with little
p
sNN-dependence.94 Chapter 10. Shape analysis of strongly-interacting systems
10.4.3. Hybrid hydrodynamic-Boltzmann calculation
As with the UrQMD calculations discussed in section 10.4.2, shape parameters were
extracted from a direct t of the freeze-out distribution with equation 3.11. Large tilts
are again predicted at low collision energies, with signicant sensitivity to the EoS used
in the calculation. The eect of the rst-order phase transition (Hydro[BM]) is clear: At
low
p
sNN even the earliest dense phase of the collision is below threshold to be aected
by the phase transition. Thus there is no dependence on the EoS in s at low energies.
However, at larger energies, the mixed phase reduces the sideward pressure very early in
the system evolution, reducing s compared to a EoS without phase transition. It would
be very interesting indeed to measure tilt angles at SPS energies.
That shapes from Hydro[HG]+UrQMD are not identical to those from \pure" UrQMD
is at rst puzzling, given that the EoS in the hydrodynamic phase is that used in the
Boltzmann model. This is likely a technical issue { particles that would be emitted early
in the \pure" UrQMD simulation are generally absorbed into the hydro phase in the
hybrid model, only to reappear at the iso-eigentime freeze-out hyper-surface. Thus, for
now it is best not to compare hybrid calculations to pure Boltzmann simulations, but to
compare one hybrid calculation to the other, concluding that the EoS sensitively aects
the nal-state shape of a heavy-ion collision.
Due to this increased system lifetime, the system eccentricities in the hybrid calculations
are allowed to evolve to much lower values than those predicted by UrQMD. Indeed, the
system in its natural rotated frame is essentially round transversely (0  0), so the large
tilt can even produce  < 0 { an in-plane extended source, measured about the beam
axis;  then grows with
p
sNN because s decreases. The eccentricity at SPS energy
essentially reproduces the CERES result (though challenged by the RHIC-BES data),
probably an artifact of the extended lifetime eect discussed above.11. Measuring a twisted emission
geometry
This chapter is based on [Grae13]. In chapter 9, we found tilt of the particle emission
zone, in non-central Pb+Pb collisions, away from the beam axis. This tilt depends on
the scale at which the freeze-out distribution is measured. In section 11.1 of this chapter,
we explain how to extract the substructure of the tilt of the pion freeze-out distribution
in the event plane from the spatial freeze-out distribution. We explore this new feature
of the source, the twist, not yet measured or discussed extensively in the literature. A
parameterization of the twist and aspects of its physical origin are discussed. Section 11.2
suggests a phenomenological approach that allows to measure the twist experimentally
via azimuthally sensitive HBT and an example of the results from such an approach.
11.1. Analysis of the pion freeze-out distribution
The anisotropic \almond" shape of the emission zone in the transverse plane created in
non-central collisions is discussed extensively in the literature, as it leads to momentum-
space anisotropies (elliptic 
ow) [Olli92]. However, the spatial substructure of the emis-
sion region is much richer than its projection onto the transverse plane. The projection
onto the reaction plane (even when selecting particles emitted only at midrapidity) is
characterized by a nontrivial shape and anisotropies. Transport calculations and three-
dimensional hydrodynamic simulations generate distributions characterized by a tilt rel-
ative to the beam direction, which has been related to \anti
ow" [Brac00, Lisa00c] or a
\third component" of 
ow [Cser99, Cser11]. In the transport calculations, the emission
zone to rst-order resembles a tilted ellipsoid [Lisa00c], an idealization which is shown
in gure 9.1.
As in chapter 9, we parametrize the tilted freeze-out distribution by a three-dimensional
Gaussian ellipsoid in space, rotated by the angle S (see gure 9.1) around the y-axis.
This is described by equation 9.2. Analyzing the freeze-out distribution in detail (see
gure 11.1) reveals that the system is not characterized by one unique tilt angle, but
exhibits a complex geometry. While the innermost part is almost aligned to the x-axis
(S  90), the tilt angle is signicantly smaller at the outermost part of the distribution.
The source of this structure is seen in gure 11.2. It shows the time evolution of the
pion freeze-out distribution (colored surface). The black contours represent the position
of the spectators in each time-step, while the vector eld depicts the direction of the
average velocity at each space-time point. The vector eld is split into a directed 
ow
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Figure 11.1.: Projection of the pion freeze-out distribution for Pb+Pb at Elab = 8 AGeV,
b = 3:4   6:8 fm, jyj < 0:5 and p? < 0:4 GeV.
(black arrowheads) and an anti
ow (magenta arrows) component. To determine whether
a given point in space-time is characterized by 
ow or anti
ow, the average pion mo-
mentum ~ p is calculated for each (0.5-fm)3 cell in the x   z plane. Cells with px  pz > 0
(resp. < 0) are considered to be dominated by 
ow (resp. anti
ow).
From the time evolution it becomes clear that dierent angles in the tilt structure have
their origin at dierent times of the evolution. In the beginning up to t  4 fm/c, only
very few particles are emitted without further reinteractions. After that, more particles
contribute to the freeze-out. From t  4 fm/c to t  10 fm/c, the emission pattern is
dominated by the fact that the spectator nucleons shadow the emission of particles in
their direction. This gives rise to an anti
ow [Brac00] since most particles giving a posi-
tive contribution to 
ow are absorbed by the passing target and projectile nucleons. This
automatically leads to a backwards tilt in the freeze-out distribution from early times.
After t  10 fm/c the spectators have moved on, so they no longer shadow the emission.
At this point, about 1/3 of pion emission has occurred (see insets in gure 11.2). The
momentum and spatial anisotropies evolve dierently in the absence of the shadowing
in
uence, leading to a time-dependent tilt angle. This pattern imprints itself onto the
time-integrated freeze-out distribution (gure 11.1) as a scale-dependent tilt angle { the
twist. It is the time-integrated freeze-out distribution that is experimentally accessible
via HBT measurements, so any experimental sensitivity to the time evolution of the tilt
is through this twist.
To underscore the importance of exploring this twist, we point out that even at the later
stages of emission (nal panels of gure 11.2), the anti
ow component in the regions far
from the retreating spectators is as strong as the 
ow component in the other regions.
Thus, there are two components to anti
ow in these collisions: shadowing eects in the
early stage and preferential spatial expansion along the short axis of the distribution
in the later stage. This latter component is the analog to the more familiar pressure-11.1. Analysis of the pion freeze-out distribution 97
Figure 11.2.: Shape of the freeze-out region from pions frozen out at dierent times
(colored surface). The contour lines depict the position of the spectators
in each time-step. The vector eld shows the direction of movement at each
position and time. The black arrowheads contribute to the directed 
ow
while the magenta arrows contribute to the anti
ow. The inlay shows the
freeze-out luminosity of pions versus freeze-out time. The shaded region in
the inlay highlights the luminosity corresponding to the time-step in the
overall picture.98 Chapter 11. Measuring a twisted emission geometry
gradient-driven elliptic 
ow in the x   y plane. The interplay between 
ow and the two
sources of anti
ow is complex, presumably energy-dependent, and may be crucial for
understanding the details of v1 measurements.
In most hydrodynamical modeling of elliptic 
ow, an anisotropic initial state is gener-
ated by some (often ad-hoc) mechanism, and then the system responds according to
pressure gradients, equation of state, etc. In full transport calculations like UrQMD,
there turns out to be at best an approximate factorization into two stages { the deposi-
tion of energy into the transverse plane at midrapidity, and the reaction of the system
to the initial-state distribution. However, such a factorization is manifestly impossible
when considering patterns in the x z plane, where the source is evolving violently even
as it emits particles. Understanding v1 and similar measurements requires a much more
detailed understanding of the space-time evolution of anisotropic structures.
To explore this pattern quantitatively, we t dierent parts of the distribution sepa-
rately, by dening equidistant (2 fm) rings in the x z plane around the collision center.
Then we perform separate ts for each section of the freeze-out distribution taking into
account only the part of the distribution between two adjacent rings. The y-direction is
unrestricted for these ts. The results of this procedure are shown in gures 11.3 and
11.4. In gure 11.3, the red contours are the pion freeze-out distribution for Pb+Pb at
Elab = 8 AGeV, jyj < 0:5, p
? < 400 MeV. The angle of the black line represents the
result for S(r) from the separated tting, while its length describes the outer limit for
the currently applied t.
In gure 11.4 the results for the tilt angle of these ts are presented versus the radius
of the tted segment (red triangles). To characterize the source eectively we chose to
parametrize the S(r)-dependence on r by
S(r) = 0 + Mag exp

 
r2
22
twist

: (11.1)
Inserting equation 11.1 into equation 9.2, we gain a new expression for the freeze-out dis-
tribution, now with a radius-dependent S(r). The black contours gure 11.3 represent
the projection of the three-dimensional t of the parametrized freeze-out distribution to
the actual freeze-out distribution from UrQMD. It describes the overall shape reasonably
well and provides a good description of the tilt angle. The black line in gure 11.4 shows
the functional dependence of S(r) extracted from equation 11.1 using the values for the
parameters obtained from the full three-dimensional t.
11.2. Tilt and twist from azimuthally sensitive HBT calculation
The drawback of the procedure described in Section 11.1 is that it is not possible to
measure the spatial freeze-out distribution directly in experiment. If it were possible to
measure the twist, this would put additional constraints on many theoretical models.11.2. Tilt and twist from azimuthally sensitive HBT calculation 99
Figure 11.3.: Fit to the pion freeze-out distribution for Pb+Pb at Elab = 8 AGeV,
b = 3:4   6:8 fm, jyj < 0:5 and p? < 0:4 GeV. The red contour is the
actual freeze-out distribution from UrQMD. The black contour represent
the three-dimensional t to the whole freeze-out distribution. The black
lines represent the t results for the sphere shells. Their angle represents
the tted angle, while their length represents the radius of the t sphere.
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Figure 11.4.: Radius dependence of the tilt angle for the ts with rings (red triangles)
and for the full 3D-t with a radius dependent S(r) (black line). The
system is Pb+Pb at Elab = 8 AGeV, b = 3:4   6:8 fm, jyj < 0:5 and
p? < 400 MeV.100 Chapter 11. Measuring a twisted emission geometry
We propose to employ azimuthally sensitive HBT [Lisa00a, Moun11, Lisa11, Lisa00c] in
a restricted momentum range to measure the tilt experimentally. Let us brie
y outline
the procedure to measure S (independent of r) via HBT.
As usual the correlation function is calculated using equation 3.3
C(q;K) = 1 +
Z
d4xcos(q  x)d(x;K) (11.2)
where C is the correlation function, q is the four-momentum dierence of the correlated
particles, K = (p1+p2)=2 is the pair momentum, x is the particle separation four-vector
and d is the normalized pion freeze-out separation distribution. For the azimuthally
sensitive analysis of the HBT correlations, the momentum space is subdivided in sev-
eral azimuthal sections around the beam axis. For each of the sections an individual
correlation function is computed. The azimuthal angle of the pair momentum vector
determines in which correlation function each pion pair is counted.
Each of the correlation functions is then tted separately with
C(q;K) = 1 + (K)exp
2
4 
X
i;j=o;s;l
qiqjR2
ij(K)
3
5; (11.3)
to obtain the HBT radii Rij. For non-central collisions this leads to HBT radii oscillating
with the azimuthal angle . Doing a fourier decomposition, it is possible to extract S
for low momentum pairs using
S =
1
2
tan 1
 
 4R2
sl;1
R2
l;0   R2
s;0 + 2R2
s;2
!
; (11.4)
where in R; the  denotes the order of the fourier coecient, e.g. Rs;2 is the second-
order fourier coecient of the Rs parameter. Details on this method and on nite bin
width corrections can be found in [Wied99] and chapter 9. While equation 11.4 allows us
to experimentally determine S, it does not give us any information on the r-dependence
of S(r) and it is not clear how to generalize the derivation of equation 11.4 to a r de-
pendent S. Thus we resorted to a phenomenological way to determine the twist.
It was already noticed in chapter 9 that the twist in the freeze-out distribution leads to a
rising S with the t range of the correlation functions.This correlation can be attributed
to the fact that larger/smaller values of q are sensitive to smaller/larger structures in
coordinate space. To get a S(r) we exploit this behaviour by applying the same pro-
cedure described in Section 11.1 for the freeze-out distribution in coordinate space, now
to the correlation function in momentum space. Namely, we generate correlation func-
tions for eight 45-wide bins in  to do the azimuthal HBT analysis. We then dene
equidistant sphere surfaces in momentum space around the origin and do the azimuthal
HBT analysis needed for S in equation 11.4 for each sphere shell between two adjacent
sphere surfaces separately. As a result of this procedure we obtain a S(q). The result11.2. Tilt and twist from azimuthally sensitive HBT calculation 101
for Pb+Pb, Elab = 8 AGeV, b = 3:4   6:8 fm, jyj < 0:6 and p? < 0:4 GeV is shown as
red triangles in gure 11.5 versus qt, where qt is the middle radius of each sphere shell.
Indeed, gure 11.4 and gure 11.5 do bear a striking similarity if one keeps in mind
that larger q values mean sensitivity to smaller regions of homogeneity and vice versa.
In gure 11.6, we compare the results of both methods (see gures 11.4 and 11.5) in
a single gure. The symbols show S(q) versus 1/q (blue circles) and S(r) versus r
(red triangles). It is clear that a simple r  1=q, as done for the plot, re
ects the
relation between the spatial extension of the source and the region of homogeneity only
qualitatively (there might be some other proportionality factor that depends on the 
ow
and temperature). Nevertheless it clearly indicates that the momentum bin dierential
azimuthally sensitive HBT allows to capture the complicated source structure. Let us
now compare the calculations to the expectations obtained from equations 9.2 and 11.1.
The dashed black line in gure 11.6 is a t of equation 11.1 to S(1=q). The description
of the theoretical data points is very good and leads to Mag and 0 of both methods
being similar to each other.
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Figure 11.5.: Results for S(q) plotted versus qfit, where qfit denotes the q segment of
the correlation function that is tted. The investigated system is Pb+Pb
at Elab = 8 AGeV, b = 3:4   6:8 fm, jyj < 0:5 and p? < 400 MeV.102 Chapter 11. Measuring a twisted emission geometry
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Figure 11.6.: S extracted via ts to the freeze-out distribution (red triangles) and via
ts to the HBT correlation functions (blue circles). The x-axis shows the
t radius r for the freeze-out distribution and the inverse of the momentum
t range 1=qfit for the correlation functions. The dashed black line is a t
of equation 11.1 to S from the correlation function. The full black line
is also equation 11.1 but using the parameters of a fully three-dimensional
t to the freeze-out distribution with equation 9.2 using the r-dependent
S(r).12. Summary
The main focus of this thesis is to explore temporal and geometric properties of heavy-
ion collisions via HBT correlations using the UrQMD model.
First, rapidity and pseudorapidity distributions in elementary collisions and heavy-ion
collisions from AGS up to LHC and Tevatron energies have been studied in the UrQMD
model. The model performs well describing these basic observables over the whole en-
ergy range where data is available.
After this, the main part of the thesis, addressing HBT correlations, begins. An analysis
of p+p collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV shows that UrQMD underpredicts the charged parti-
cle multiplicity dependence of the HBT radii in this system. This is attributed to the
absence of preformed hadron interactions in the model. The values of the HBT radii
versus K? depend signicantly on the formation time used in UrQMD. Using this fact
and comparing to data, the formation time is constrained to be smaller than 0.8 fm/c
in this framework.
Investigating central (=T < 5%) Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC energy
p
sNN =
2:76 TeV with UrQMD RO, RS and RL have been extracted. The study reveals a
similar K? dependence, both in experiment and from the model. However, RO andRL
at this energy are overpredicted, while RS is nicely reproduced. Thus, also the RO=RS
ratio data is overshot. Further investigations, including the experimentally inaccessible
freeze-out distribution, showed that the discrepancy in RO can be cured if the source
lifetime is reduced by a factor of  2   3. Still, RL is not in
uenced by the reduced
lifetime since it is computed in the LCMS. A more violent expansion in the early phase
would lead to a reduced lifetime of the system. At the same time it would create smaller
regions of homogeneity, also in
uencing the RL parameter. Again, the inclusion of pre-
formed hadron interactions in the model would lead to a more violent expansion.
In the light of recent LHC data on p+p and A+A collisions, which indicate a modica-
tion of the multiplicity scaling of the HBT radii, the Nch scaling for a large variety of
systems and energies has been explored. A good scaling of the HBT radii with dNch=d
within a given system and energy is found. At the same time the radii decrease slightly
with increasing beam energy for a xed dNch=d. This is attributed to a change in the
chemical composition of the system for each energy. For the radii, as well as the volume,
the slope of the scaling in p+p collisions diers strongly from the A+A results. This is
related to the diering particle emission patterns (bulk vs. strings) in A+A and p+p.
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The high multiplicities in heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies allow to perform an event-
by-event HBT analysis. The EbE-HBT results are used to gauge the extent of volume

uctuations present in heavy-ion collisions. By relating the 
uctuations to the isothermal
compressibility T it is possible to calculate T using only measurable quantities. Using
UrQMD to perform a quasi-experimental analysis yields a value of T = 1:090:47MeV
fm3
in head-on collisions and T = 1:02  0:51MeV
fm3 in the 5% most central collisions. Even
though the error on T is about 50%, a measurement would provide strong constraints
for models if a similar accuracy could be reached in experiment using this method.
Going from central to non-central collisions breaks the azimuthal symmetry about the
beam axis. This opens up the eld for observables related to azimuthal asymmetries,
the nal state eccentricity f and a tilt angle S of the source away from the beam axis.
The oscillations of the HBT radii in an azimuthally sensitive HBT (asHBT) analysis are
directly related to f and S in the case of a Gaussian source with no space-momentum
correlations. Applying this analysis to a more realistic freeze-out distribution generated
by UrQMD shows that these relations also hold approximately in this more complex
case. f and S extracted by a t to the freeze-out distribution dier only slightly from
the values obtained via the asHBT analysis. The good agreement is actually surprising
given that the presence of 
ow breaks the analytic relations and that the tilt has a scale
dependence, visible by naked eye.
Studying the energy dependence of S and f reveals several things. First of all, S de-
creases with increasing beam energy, leading to a negligible S above
p
sNN  17 GeV.
Secondly, f also decreases with increasing beam energy in UrQMD cascade mode, which
is to be expected. On the experimental side there is a non-monotonic behaviour in the
energy dependence of f reported from the CERES collaboration. This could be related
to the onset of a phase transition at this energy. However, this behaviour has not been
conrmed by more recent measurements during the RHIC-BES that are in disagreement
with the CERES measurement and show a monotonic decrease of f.
The other important nding about the tilt is its scale dependence, or \twist". The
twist originates from anti
ow and shadowing of pion emission at early times and the
absence of shadowing at later times. The spatial twist is experimentally accessible via
asHBT. Using the fact that pairs with small momentum dierence are sensitive to large
space-time structures and vice versa we calculated the tilt angle on dierent scales. The
analysis shows that this procedure provides a qualitatively accurate picture of the radius
dependence of the tilted freeze-out distribution. For the rst time, this analysis makes
it possible to disentangle the geometry of the source from dierent times up to a certain
point. The twist structure is in principle accessible by experimental HBT analysis and
may allow to gain complementary insights into the early emission stages of the reaction.
Since the signal vanishes at high energies, the twist is probably best observed at FAIR
energies.105
In conclusion this thesis covered the standard integrated HBT analyses, extracting the
Pratt-Bertsch radii, at LHC energies. The analyses at theses energies showed a too soft
expansion in UrQMD probably related to the absence of a partonic phase in UrQMD. The
most promising results in this thesis at these energies are the restriction of the formation
time to f < 0:8 fm/c and the "mock-measurement" of the isothermal compressibility to
a value of T  1MeV
fm3 . In simulations of non-central heavy-ion collisions at energies of
Elab = 6;8 and 30 AGeV the validity of the formulae to calculate s via HBT has been
checked numerically, even for the case of non-Gaussian, 
owing sources. On this basis
a method has been developed and tested in the course of this thesis to measure a scale
dependent s(r). The signal of a s(r) should be strongest at FAIR energies.A. Important HBT formulae
A.1. Two-particle wavefunction for identical bosons
The symmetrized wavefunction  12 for two bosonic particles emitted from position xi
with momentum pi and detected at position x0
i has the form
 12 =
1
p
2
h
eip1(x0
1 x1)eip2(x0
2 x2) + eip2(x0
2 x1)eip1(x0
1 x2)
i
: (A.1)
From this wavefunction the two-particle probability follows as
j 12j
2 =
1
2

 eip1(x0
1 x1)eip2(x0
2 x2) + eip2(x0
2 x1)eip1(x0
1 x2)
 

2
=
1
2
h
eip1(x0
1 x1)eip2(x0
2 x2) + eip2(x0
2 x1)eip1(x0
1 x2)
i

h
e ip1(x0
1 x1)e ip2(x0
2 x2) + e ip2(x0
2 x1)e ip1(x0
1 x2)
i
=

1 + cos(p1(x0
1   x1) + p2(x0
2   x2)   p2(x0
2   x1)   p1(x0
1   x2))

= [1 + cos(qx)]
(A.2)
where x = x1   x2 and q = p1   p2.
A.2. Relation of radii to distributions
A.2.1. Smoothness approximation
The smoothness approximation assumes that the momentum distribution is suciently
smooth to write
S(x1;p1)S(x2;p2) = S(x1;K   1
2q)S(x2;K + 1
2q) (A.3)
 S(x1;K)S(x2;K) :
A.2.2. The mass-shell constraint
The mass-shell constraint eliminates one component in the HBT analysis and thus pre-
vents a model independent measurement of the space and time extension of particle
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emitting sources.
q =
(p1   p2)(p1 + p2)
2K0
=
p2
1   p2
2
2K0
=
m2
1   m2
2
2K0
= 0
(A.4)
Where  = K=K0 and K = (p1 + p2)=2.
q = q0K0
K0   ~   ~ q (A.5)
Combining equations A.4 and A.5 leads to
q0 = ~   ~ q
= outqout + longqlong
(A.6)
A.2.3. Relative distance distribution
The correlation function for a source extended in space can be obtained by integrating
over the phase space distributions S(p;x) and the two-particle wavefunction.
C(q;K) =
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)j 12j2
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
(A.7)
Combining equation A.2 and A.7, one obtains
C(q;K) =
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)(1 + cos(x  q)) R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(p1;r + x
2 )S(p2;r   x
2 )cos(x  q)
R
d4rd4xS(p1;r + x
2 )S(p2;r   x
2 )
eqn:A:3
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(K;r + x
2 )S(K;r   x
2 )cos(x  q)
R
d4rd4xS(K;r + x
2 )S(K;r   x
2 )
(A.8)
eqn:A:9
= 1 +
Z
d4xSdist(K;x)cos(x  q)
= 1 + hcos(x  q)idist
eqn:A:6
= 1 + hcos([oqo + lql]t   xoqo   xsqs   xlql)idist :
Here hcos(x  q)idist is the average with respect to the relative distance distribution
Sdist(K;x).
Sdist(K;x) =
R
d4rS(K;r + x
2 )S(K;r   x
2 )
R
d4rd4xS(K;r + x
2 )S(K;r   x
2 )
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A.2.4. Gaussian parametrization
One often assumes the phase space distribution S(p;x) to be gaussian.
S(p;x) = S(p)e
 
xx
2R2
 (A.10)
This allows to extract the HBT radii R from the correlation function and to relate
them to the phase space distribution. R is a symmetric matrix.
C(q;K) =
R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)(1 + cos(x  q)) R
d4x1d4x2S(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(p1;r + x
2 )S(p2;r   x
2 )cos(x  q)
R
d4rd4xS(p1;r + x
2 )S(p2;r   x
2 )
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(p1)S(p2)e
 
(r+ x
2 )(r+ x
2 )
2R2
 e
 
(r x
2 )(r x
2 )
2R2
 cos(x  q) R
d4rd4xS(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(p1)S(p2)e
 
rr+
xx
4
R2
 cos(x  q) R
d4rd4xS(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
(A.11)
= 1 +
R
d4rd4xS(p1)S(p2)e
 
rr+
xx
4
R2
 e ixq
R
d4rd4xS(p1;x1)S(p2;x2)
= 1 +
R
d4xS(p1)e
 
xx
4R2
 e ixq
R
d4xS(p1;x1)
= 1 +
R
d4xS(p1)e
 

x
2R +iqR

x
2R +iqR

 qqR2
R
d4xS(p1;x1)
= 1 + e qqR2
When going from chaotic to partially coherent emission equation A.11, changes to
[Wied99]
C(q;K) = 1 + e qqR2
; (A.12)
where  is the chaoticity parameter, which is a number between zero and one and
decreases with increasing coherence.
A.2.5. Radii and variances
To get the relation between the HBT radii and the space-time extension of the source,
let us take a look at the curvature of the correlation function at zero
@2C(q;K)
@q@q
 
 
q=0
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If we determine the curvature in the gaussian case from equation A.11, we get
 
@2C(q;K)
@q@q

 

q=0
=  
@2
@q@q
h
1 + e qqR2i
q=0
=
@
@q

@q
@q q +
@q
@q q

R2e qqR2

q=0
(A.14)
=

@q
@q
@q
@q +
@q
@q
@q
@q

R2e qqR2

 

q=0
= (gg + gg)R2
= 2R2

At the same time we can use equation A.8 to determine the curvature
@2C(q;K)
@q@q

 

q=0
=
@2
@q@q hcos([oqo + lql]t   xoqo   xsqs   xlql)idist

 

q=0
(A.15)
For the out-out case this leads to
 
@2C(q;K)
@qo@qo
 
 
q=0
=
D
(xo   ot)
2
E
dist
(A.16)
= 2
D
(xo   ot)
2
E
: (A.17)
The factor two that appears from equation A.16 to A.17 comes from the transition of
the average with respect to the distance distribution to the average with respect to the
spatial distribution. In the gaussian case considered here the dierence between two
normal distributed variables is again a normal distribution with a width added quadrat-
ically from the original distributions.
Combining equations A.14 and A.17 relates the HBT radii to the time and space distri-
butions of the frozen out particles like follows.
R2
o =


(xo   ot)2
(A.18)
R2
s =


x2
s

(A.19)
R2
l =


(xl   lt)2
(A.20)
R2
os = h(xo   ot)xsi (A.21)
R2
ol = h(xo   ot)(xl   lt)i (A.22)
R2
sl = h(xl   lt)xsi (A.23)
A.3. Azimuthal sensitive HBT
Azimuthal sensitive HBT stands for a HBT analysis that is dierential in the angle
around the beam axis. Let us dene the angle  as the angle between pair momentumA.3. Azimuthal sensitive HBT 111
vector K and the impact parameter vector ~ b. This allows to rewrite equations A.18 -
A.23 in a rotated coordinate system for every pair. Closely following [Wied98] one can
write the coordinate transformation as
D~  =
0
@
o
0
l
1
A;D~ x =
0
@
xcos + y sin
 xsin + y cos
z
1
A ; (A.24)
which leads to the following relations for the radii:
R2
o =


x2
cos2  +


y2
sin2  +


t2
2
o
+hxyisin2   2o hytisin   2o hxticos
R2
s =


x2
sin2    hxyisin2 +


y2
cos2 
R2
l =


(z   lt)2
(A.25)
R2
os =
1
2


y2
sin2  
1
2


x2
sin2
+hxyicos2 + htxio sin   hytio cos
R2
ol = h(z   lt)(xcos + y sin   ot)i
R2
sl = h(z   lt)(y cos   xsin)i :
A.3.1. Tilt angle
Using the symmetries present in collisions of equal mass nuclei at midrapidity one can
show [Hein02a, Lisa00c] that all o-diagonal terms of the space time variances except
hxzi oscillate symmetrically around zero. This simplies equations A.25 to
R2
o =
1
2
 

x2
+


y2
+
1
2
 

y2
 


x2
cos2 + 2
o


t2
R2
s =
1
2
 

x2
+


y2
+
1
2
 

y2
 


x2
cos2
R2
l =


z2
+ 2
l


t2
(A.26)
R2
os =
1
2
sin2
 

y2
 


x2
R2
ol = hxzicos
R2
sl =  hxzisin :
The tensor B holding the space time variances takes the form
B =
0
B
B
@
t2 0 0 0
0 x2 0 xz
0 0 y2 0
0 xz 0 z2
1
C
C
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B can be brought into a diagonal form by calculating J 1BJ, where J is
J =
0
B B
@
1 0 0 0
0 x 0  z
0 0 1 0
0 z 0 x
1
C C
A : (A.28)
If one identies J with the four-dimensional rotation matrix Dy() that describes a
rotation around the y-axis
Dy() =
0
B
B
@
1 0 0 0
0 cos 0 sin
0 0 1 0
0  sin 0 cos
1
C
C
A ; (A.29)
one nds the relation tan =  z
x. This relation can be rewritten as
 =
1
2
tan 1

2xz
z2   x2

(A.30)
using elementary trigonometric identities. Further details can be found in [Lisa00c].
In an experimental analysis of azimuthal sensitive HBT the radii parameters are usually
expanded into a fourier series in the following way
R2
o() = R2
o;0 + 2
X
n=2;4;6;:::
R2
o;n cos(n)
R2
s() = R2
s;0 + 2
X
n=2;4;6;:::
R2
s;n cos(n)
R2
l () = R2
l;0 + 2
X
n=2;4;6;:::
R2
l;n cos(n) (A.31)
R2
os() = 2
X
n=2;4;6;:::
R2
os;n sinn
R2
ol() = 2
X
n=1;3;5;:::
R2
ol;n cosn
R2
sl() = 2
X
n=1;3;5;:::
R2
sl;n sinn :
With this and using the longitudinal comoving system (l = 0) equation A.30, can be
rewritten in terms of fourier coecients of the HBT parameters [Moun11].
 =
1
2
tan 1
 
 4R2
sl;1
R2
l;0   R2
s;0 + 2R2
s;2
!
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A.3.2. Eccentricity
The transverse spatial eccentricity  in heavy-ion collisions is dened as
 =


y2
 


x2
hx2i + hy2i
(A.33)
using equations A.26 and A.31 the eccentricity can be expressed in terms of the fourier
coecients of the HBT radii as
 = 2
R2
s;2
R2
s;0
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th/0209022].C. Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird das theoretische Modell Ultrarelativistische Quanten-Molekular-
dynamik (UrQMD) verwendet, um Hanbury-Brown-Twiss Korrelationen in Schwerio-
nenkollisionen zu beschreiben.
Alle f ur die moderne Teilchenphysik relevanten Teilchen und Wechselwirkungen werden
durch das Standardmodell beschrieben. Das Standardmodell umfasst 6 Quarks und 6
Leptonen sowie ihre Antiteilchen. Diese sind in drei Familien eingeteilt, die aus nahezu
identischen Teilchen, jedoch mit signikant unterschiedlichen Massen bestehen. Auer-
dem umfasst das Modell die Austauschbosonen, n amlich Photonen, Gluonen, Z- und
W-Bosonen. Das letzte Teilchen ist das Higgs-Boson, dass anderen Teilchen ihre Masse
verleiht. Die Austauschbosonen des Standardmodells beschreiben zwei der drei funda-
mentalen Naturkr afte. Die dritte Kraft, die Gravitation, wird nicht im Rahmen des
Standardmodells beschrieben. Sie ist allerdings so schwach, dass sie f ur die Teilchen-
physik nur in sehr exotischen Prozessen wichtig ist.
Die elektroschwache Wechselwirkung und die Gravitation sind theoretisch recht gut
beschrieben und fast alle Gleichungen sind mindestens st orungstheoretisch l osbar. Die
starke Wechselwirkung wird durch Gluonen vermittelt und durch die Quanten-Chromo-
Dynamik (QCD) beschrieben. Die Ladung der QCD sind die Farbladungen. Leider sind
die Gleichungen der QCD nur in wenigen Ausnahmef allen l osbar. Das hat zwei Gr unde.
Zum einen die Selbstwechselwirkung der Gluonen, die beliebig komplizierte Wechsel-
wirkungen denkbar macht, zum anderen die groe Kopplungskonstante, die daf ur sorgt,
dass diese komplizierten Prozesse nicht vernachl assigt werden k onnen und st orungsthe-
oretisch kaum bis gar nicht beschreibbar sind.
Experimentell ist die QCD nur schwer zug anglich, da es in der QCD das Ph anomen des
Farbeinschlusses gibt. Farbeinschluss bedeutet, dass zum Trennen von farbgeladenen
Teilchen so viel Energie ben otigt wird, dass neue Teilchen entstehen, bevor die farbge-
ladenen Teilchen weiter als ungef ahr 1 fm voneinander getrennt werden k onnen. Im
Zusammenspiel mit der Ladungserhaltung, die auch f ur Farbladungen gilt, f uhrt dies
dazu, dass auf makroskopischen Skalen nur farbneutrale Objekte vorkommen.
Um die QCD trotzdem experimentell zu erforschen, werden riesige Beschleunigeranla-
gen gebaut. In diesen werden Protonen und, f ur die Erforschung der QCD interessanter,
Schwerionen auf relativistische Energien beschleunigt und zur Kollision gebracht. Dabei
soll ein heies und dichtes Medium entstehen, das Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP), in dem
sich Quarks und Gluonen frei bewegen k onnen. Problematisch ist nur, dass diese Kollisio-
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nen auf einer Zeitskala von 10 23s und in einem Bereich in der Gr oenordnung 10 15m
stattnden. Dies verhindert jede direkte Messung. Nur die wiederum farbneutralen
Fragmente der Kollision k onnen in den Detektoren der Experimente gemessen werden,
wenn die Kollision schon lange vorbei ist.
Alle Messungen, die im Detektor durchgef uhrt werden k onnen, fallen in drei Kategorien:
Ladungsmessung, Impulsmessung und Z ahlung. Mindestens ebenso interessant ist allerd-
ings die zeitliche und r aumliche Dynamik. Diese kann zwar nicht direkt gemessen werden,
ist allerdings mittels Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT)-Interferometrie/Korrelationen indi-
rekt zug anglich. Auch mit Hilfe von HBT ist es jedoch nicht eindeutig m oglich, Raum-
und Zeit- Komponenten der Dynamik zu trennen. Dies ist nur Modell abh angig m oglich.
Der Fokus dieser Arbeit liegt darauf, mit UrQMD HBT-Korrelationen in Schwerionenkol-
lisionen zu erforschen.
In Kapitel 2 wird zuerst eine kurze  Ubersicht  uber die g angigen Modelle zur Beschreibung
der Schwerionen-Daten gegeben. Dabei werden als konzeptuell unterschiedliche Modelle
das Thermische Modell, das Druckwellen Modell (im Feld besser bekannt als "Blast
Wave Model"), hydrodynamische Modelle und mikroskopische Modelle vorgestellt. Im
Falle der mikroskopischen Modelle werden die wichtigsten Eigenschaften konkreter Mod-
elle stichpunktartig vorgestellt. Der Schwerpunkt liegt dabei auf dem UrQMD Modell,
welches die Grundlage f ur diese Arbeit bildet und deshalb ausf uhrlicher beschrieben
ist. UrQMD ist ein hadronisches, mikroskopisches Transportmodell. Es umfasst alle
Resonanzen bis zu einer Masse von 2.3 GeV und ist in der Lage, Proton+Proton-
, Kern+Kern- und Kollisionen mit allen anderen im Modell vorhanden Hadronen in
einem sehr breiten Energiebereich zu beschreiben. Die elementaren Kollisionen nden
entsprechend einer geometrischen Interpretation des Wirkungsquerschnittes statt. Wann
immer m oglich werden die gemessenen Wirkungsquerschnitte verwendet. Der Groteil
der Wirkungsquerschnitte ist allerdings nicht gemessen. In diesem Fall werden die
Wirkungsquerschnitte entweder  uber das Additive Quarkmodell oder detailliertes Gle-
ichgewicht abgesch atzt. Teilchenproduktion ndet im Modell durch Resonanzanregung,
Resonanzzerfall und Stringfragmentation statt.
Kapitel 3 beschreibt den theoretischen Hintergrund zu HBT-Korrelationen. Die Korrela-
tionsfunktion gibt das Verh altnis von Teilchenverteilungen mit Quantenkorrelationen zu
solchen ohne Quantenkorrelationen an. Es werden der experimentelle und der theoretis-
che Weg zur Korrelationsfunktion gezeigt. Experimentell ist es schwierig eine Verteilung
ohne Quantenkorrelationen zu erstellen. Dazu werden Teilchen aus unterschiedlichen
Kollisionen korreliert oder unterschiedliche Teilchen aus gleichen Kollisionen. Die Vor-
und Nachteile beider Techniken werden in dieser Arbeit kurz diskutiert. In der The-
orie wiederum ist es kompliziert Verteilungen mit Quantenkorrelationen zu erzeugen.
Bislang gibt es keine Simulationen, die in der Lage sind, diese direkt zu berechnen. De-
shalb werden diese N aherungsweise im Nachhinein berechnet. Die Interpretationen, der
mittlerweile sehr popul aren Pratt-Bertsch Radien im Out-Side-Long (OSL) System, als
Zusammensetzung der r aumlichen Ausdehnung von Schwerionen Kollisionen und ihrer135
zeitlichen Dauer werden besprochen. Auerdem wird auch auf azimutal sensitive HBT
(asHBT) Analysen eingegangen. Diese sind in nicht-zentralen Kollisionen wichtig. Ihre
Verbindung zur Exzentrizit at und Neigungswinkel zur Strahlachse wird gezeigt. Math-
ematische Hintergr unde hierzu sind in Appendix A zu nden.
Im Ergebnisteil der Arbeit werden zun achst die UrQMD Rapidit atsspektren f ur ver-
schiedene kollidierende Systeme  uber einen breiten Energiebereich hinweg mit Daten
verglichen. Hierbei zeigt sich, dass UrQMD in der Lage ist, diese grundlegende Observ-
able im gesamten untersuchten Energiebereich zufriedenstellend zu beschreiben. Auf
dieser Basis wird UrQMD benutzt um HBT-Korrelationen zu untersuchen.
In Kapitel 5 werden Proton+Proton-Kollisionen bei der LHC-Schwerpunktsenergie von p
s = 7 TeV untersucht. Die Analyse der Multiplizit atsabh angigkeit der HBT-Radien
zeigt, dass diese im Vergleich zu den Daten zu schwach ist. Dies steht mit dem Fehlen
einer partonischen Wechselwirkungsphase in UrQMD im Zusammenhang. Dies ist inter-
essant, da bei niedrigeren Energien meist davon ausgegangen wurde, dass Proton+Proton-
Kollisionen zu klein sind, damit ein lokal farbgeladenes Medium entstehen kann. Gle-
ichzeitig zeigt sich, dass die Gr oe der HBT-Radien signikant von der Hadronen-
Formationszeit im Modell abh angt. Die Formationszeit gibt in diesem Modell die Zeit
an, die vom Beginn einer hadronischen Kollision,  uber die Erzeugung der Quarks im
Aufbruch der Farb
ussr ohre, bis zur vollst andigen Bildung der neuen Hadronen vergeht.
Diese sonst experimentell kaum zug angliche Formationszeit f kann dadurch auf einen
Wert von f < 0:8 fm/c abgesch atzt werden.
In Kapitel 6 werden HBT-Korrelationen in zentralen (=T < 5%) Blei+Blei-Kollisionen
bei der LHC-Schwerpunktsenergie von
p
s = 2:76 TeV mit UrQMD untersucht. Das
Studium der K?-Abh angigkeit der HBT-Radien RO, RS und RL zeigt sowohl in den
experimentellen Daten, als auch in den theoretischen Ergebnissen eine sehr  ahnliche
K?-Abh angigkeit. Gleichzeitig werden RO und RL bei dieser Energie von UrQMD
 ubersch atzt, w ahrend RS mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen kompatibel ist. Dies
f uhrt dazu, dass auch das Verh altnis von RO=RS  ubersch atzt wird, dass von der Leben-
szeit abh angt. Weiter Untersuchungen, in denen wir k unstlich die Lebenszeit des Medi-
ums reduziert haben zeigten, dass diese Diskrepanz aufgehoben werden kann, wenn die
Lebenszeit um einen Faktor von 2 3 reduziert wird. Wie zu erwarten wird RL dadurch
nicht beein
usst. Auch dies steht vermutlich mit einer explosiveren Expansion des Medi-
ums in der Realit at als in UrQMD in Verbindung, die wiederum auf das Fehlen einer
partonischen Wechselwirkungsphase in UrQMD zur uckgef uhrt wird. Dies ist konsistent
mit dem, was in Proton+Proton-Kollisionen gefunden wurde.
In Kapitel 7 wird die Skalierung der HBT-Radien mit der Anzahl der geladenen Teilchen
pro Rapidit atsintervall dNch=d untersucht. Dabei werden sowohl die Zentralit at und
Kernspezies als auch die Schwerpunktsenergie variiert. Da die HBT-Radien die Aus-
dehnung der Region, die Teilchen emittiert, zum Zeitpunkt der letzten Wechselwirkung
beschreiben werden die HBT-Radien mit zunehmendem dNch=d gr oer. W urde es auss-136 Appendix C. Zusammenfassung
chlielich von der Teilchendichte abh angen wann die Teilchen vom Medium entkoppeln
erwartet man, dass die HBT-Radien f ur alle Energien und Systeme mit (dNch=d)1=3
skalieren. Es wird eine gute Skalierung der Radien mit (dNch=d)1=3 gefunden, solange
die  Anderung in (dNch=d)1=3 durch eine  Anderung der Zentralit at oder des Systems
verursacht wird. Eine Erh ohung der Schwerpunktsenergie bei gleichem (dNch=d)1=3
f uhrt zu etwas kleineren Radien. Dies liegt daran, dass sich die chemische Zusammenset-
zung des Systems  andert und, da verschiedene Teilchen auch verschiedene Wirkungsquer-
schnitte haben, auch der Ausfrierzeitpunkt  andert. Auerdem skalieren die Radien in
Kern+Kern-Kollisionen anders als die in Proton+Proton-St oen. Dies liegt an den un-
terschiedlichen Emissionsmechanismen (Stringfragmentation versus Resonanzdynamik).
Kapitel 8 besch aftigt sich mit Fluktuationen der HBT-Radien von Kollision zu Kollision.
Diese sind am LHC, auf Grund der hohen Multiplizit aten, erstmals messbar. Trotz-
dem ist die geringe Zahl von Teilchenpaaren weiterhin ein Problem und f uhrt zu einer
schlechten Qualit at der Korrelationsfunktionen. Deshalb ist es n otig Korrelationsfunk-
tionen, die durch die theoretischen Kurven nicht beschrieben werden k onnen, anhand
der Fit Qualit at aus zu sortieren. Durch die Messung des Volumens, der Fluktuationen
des Volumens und der Temperatur l asst sich die isothermische Kompressibilit at T von
Kernmaterie bestimmen. Wegen der geringen Statistik pro Kollision sind diese Gr oen
mit signikanten Unsicherheiten behaftet, was auch im Ergebnis zu groen Unsicher-
heiten f uhrt. Mit dieser Methode wird T im UrQMD Modell zu T = 1:09  0:47MeV
fm3
in Kollisionen mit Impaktparameter b = 0 fm und T = 1:02  0:51MeV
fm3 in Kollisionen
mit Impaktparameter b = 0   3:4 fm bestimmt.
Die letzten drei Kapitel der Arbeit besch aftigen sich mit azimutal sensitivem HBT. In
Kapitel 9 werden die Grundlagen erkl art um die Exzentrizit at im Endzustand f und den
Neigungswinkel S der teilchenemittierenden Region mit Hilfe von HBT-Korrelationen
zu bestimmen. Bisher wurde dies nur in boostinvarianten Hydrodynamischen Mod-
ellen und im Druckwellen Modell, oder im Experiment gemacht. Da die Herleitung der
n otigen Formeln von einer Gauschen Form der Emissionsregion ausgeht war unklar, wie
stark sich ein Abweichen von dieser Form auf die Ergebnisse auswirkt. Hierzu werden
in Kapitel 9 Gold+Gold Kollisionen bei
p
s = 3:84 & 7:7 GeV in UrQMD berechnet.
Die dabei entstehende Ausfriergeometrie unterscheidet sich von einer Gauverteilung. f
und S werden sowohl aus der Ausfriergeometrie, als auch aus den HBT-Korrelationen
bestimmt. Dabei zeigt sich, dass die HBT Ergebnisse nur um etwa 30% von den
tats achlichen theoretischen Werten abweichen. Die gleichen Abweichungen wurden auch
vorher in den Hydrodynamischen und Druckwellen Modellen gefunden. F ur die Daten,
die bereits gemessen wurden stimmen die UrQMD HBT Ergebnisse mit den experi-
mentellen Ergebnissen  uberein. Das zeigt, dass die Formeln auch in der hier untersuchten
komplexeren Ausfriergeometrie anwendbar sind.
Nachdem im vorhergehenden Kapitel gezeigt wurde, dass die Untersuchung von s und f
mittels HBT-Korrelationen die Ausfriergeometrie tats achlich wiedergibt, wird in Kapitel137
10 die Energieabh angigkeit von f und s erforscht. Die wenigen Datenpunkte zu s wer-
den von UrQMD gut reproduziert. s wird mit steigender Schwerpunktsenergie kleiner
und ist  uber
p
sNN = 17 GeV fast zu vernachl assigen, wird darunter jedoch zunehmend
wichtiger. Dies war zu erwarten, da sich die Geometrie bei steigenden Kollisionsenergien
immer mehr in die L ange zieht und dadurch immer kleinere Winkel s liefert. Die experi-
mentellen Analysen zur Energieabh angigkeit von s laufen noch. Deshalb wurden bisher
leider noch keine experimentellen Daten ver oentlicht um dieses Verhalten nachzupr ufen.
F ur f war zum Zeitpunkt der Studie von RHIC nur ein Datenpunkt vorhanden. Dadurch
sah es so aus, als g abe es ein nicht-monotones Verhalten in der Energieabh angigkeit, das
im Rahmen eines einsetzenden Phasen ubergangs bei dieser Energie interpretiert werden
konnte. Die im Laufe des RHIC-BES gemessenen neuen Datenpunkte liegen sehr gut
auf der von UrQMD vorhergesagten Kurve, die jedoch monoton f allt. Damit liegen die
neueren RHIC-Messungen im Widerspruch zu dem CERES-Datenpunkt.
Kapitel 11 ist das letzte Kapitel und besch aftigt sich mit einem skalenabh angigen s. In
UrQMD-Simulationen nicht-zentraler Kollisionen zeigt sich ein vom Radius in der Reak-
tionsebene abh angiges s. Eine Parametrisierung von s erlaubt es diese Abh angigkeit
in der r aumlichen Ausfrierverteilung zu quantizieren. Hier zeigt sich in der Unter-
suchung von Blei+Blei Kollisionen bei Elab = 8 AGeV und b = 3:4 6:8 fm, dass s von
einem Winkel von fast 100 in der Mitte der Verteilung bis auf einen Winkel von ca.
20 im  aueren Bereich der Verteilung abf allt. Wichtiger ist allerdings, dass es gelingt,
die gleiche Abh angigkeit auch im experimentell mittels asHBT messbaren s, in einer
Impulsdierenz aufgel osten Analyse, zu nden. Es wird ausgenutzt, dass Teilchenpaare
mit kleiner/groer Impulsdierenz sensitiv auf groe/kleine r aumliche Strukturen sind.
Um die Herkunft der verdrehten Ausfriergeometrie zu bestimmen wurde im Rahmen des
UrQMD Modells die zeitliche Entwicklung der Ausfrierverteilung untersucht. Zu Beginn
der Kollision wird die Emission von Teilchen in Richtung der Spektatoren unterdr uckt.
Es entsteht eine leichte r uckw arts Drehung der Ausfriergeometrie in der Reaktionsebene
in der Mitte der Kollision. Dieser Eekt wird im Laufe der Kollision immer schw acher,
da die Spektatoren die Kollisionszone nach einer Zeit von ungef ahr 8 fm weitestgehend
verlassen haben. W ahrenddessen dreht sich die Ausfriergeometrie, den Spektatoren hin-
terher, was zur Verdrehung der zeitintegrierten Verteilung f uhrt. Gleichzeitig setzt eine
bevorzugte Expansion des Mediums entlang der kurzen Achse der nahezu elliptischen
Ausfrierverteilung ein. Dieser Eekt sorgt daf ur, dass auch in der sp aten Phase noch
Teilchen zum senkrecht zur z-Achse gerichteten Part der Ausfrierverteilung beitragen.
Das Messen der Abh angigkeit von s von der Impulsdierenz der Teilchenpaare erlaubt
also einen indirekten Blick auf die Zeitevolution w ahrend der Kollision und liefert viele
wertvolle Informationen  uber die auftretenden Wechselwirkungsmechanismen.
In dieser Arbeit wurden die Standard-HBT-Analysen zur Bestimmung der HBT-Radien
bei LHC Energien druchgef uhrt. Diese zeigten, dass das Medium in UrQMD bei diesen
Energien, da keine partonische Phase im Modell vorhanden ist, nicht explosiv genug
expandiert. Die vielversprechendsten Ergebnisse bei diesen Energien sind die Eingren-
zung der Formationszeit auf f < 0:8 fm/c und die simulierte Messung der isothermis-138 Appendix C. Zusammenfassung
chen Kompressibilit at zu T  1MeV
fm3 . In den Simulationen nicht-zentraler Kollisionen
wurde die Anwendbarkeit der Formel, s mittels HBT zu berechnen, auch f ur den Fall
nicht-Gauscher Emissionsquellen mit Fluss best atigt. Auf dieser Grundlage wurde eine
Methode entwickelt und getestet, die es erlaubt, s in Abh angigkeit vom Radius ex-
perimentell zu messen. Bei FAIR-Energien sollte das gemessene Signal von s(r) am
st arksten sein.